**LIFE IN THE KEY OF ME**

*Darry D*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>2011</th>
<th>2014</th>
<th>2017</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>May 2011</td>
<td>Sep 2011</td>
<td>Dec 2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Jun 2011</td>
<td>Oct 2011</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Jul 2011</td>
<td>Nov 2011</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Aug 2011</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**2011**

**MAY 2011**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 May 2011</td>
<td>12 May 2011</td>
<td>23 May 2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 May 2011</td>
<td>13 May 2011</td>
<td>24 May 2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 May 2011</td>
<td>15 May 2011</td>
<td>26 May 2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 May 2011</td>
<td>16 May 2011</td>
<td>27 May 2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 May 2011</td>
<td>17 May 2011</td>
<td>28 May 2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 May 2011</td>
<td>18 May 2011</td>
<td>29 May 2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 May 2011</td>
<td>19 May 2011</td>
<td>30 May 2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 May 2011</td>
<td>21 May 2011</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 May 2011</td>
<td>22 May 2011</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
May 1 2011
May 2 (Monday): Day 1: Tampa, Florida → Perry, Florida — Americas Best Value Inn — Butterfly Rain Forest — Florida Museum of Natural History — Headed for Parts Unknown — Mama’s Italian Family Restaurant — Packed Truck — Truck Recalled
May 3 (Tuesday): Day 2: Perry, Florida → Mobile, Alabama — McGuire’s Irish Pub & Motel 6
May 6 (Friday): Day 5: Baton Rouge → Shreveport, Louisiana — Burger King, Many, LA — Country Hearth Motel — Johnny’s Pizza House Shreveport, LA
May 7 (Saturday): Day 6: Shreveport, Louisiana → Benbrook, Texas — McDonald’s 7262, Dallas, TX — Motel 6, Benbrook, TX — Riscky’s Barbecue, Ft. Worth, TX
May 8 (Sunday, Mother’s Day): Day 7: Cowboy Stadium → Ft Worth Stockyards → Benbrook, Texas
May 9 (Monday): Day 8: Benbrook, Texas → Big Spring, TX
May 10 (Tuesday): Day 9: Big Spring, Texas → Carlsbad, New Mexico
May 11 (Wednesday): Day 10: Carlsbad, New Mexico (Carlsbad Caverns):
May 12 (Thursday): Day 11: Carlsbad, New Mexico → Santa Fe, New Mexico
May 13 (Friday): Day 12: City Center, Santa Fe, New Mexico
May 14 (Saturday): Day 13: Santa Fe, New Mexico → Durango, Colorado
May 15 (Sunday): Day 14: Mesa Verde National Park → Durango, Colorado
May 16 (Monday): Day 15: Durango, Colorado → Silverton, Colorado → Durango, Colorado
May 17 (Tuesday): Day 16: Durango, Colorado → Monument Valley → Tuba City, Arizona → Flagstaff, Arizona
May 18 (Wednesday): Day 17: Flagstaff, Arizona
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Day</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>May 19</td>
<td>Thursday</td>
<td>Flagstaff, Arizona ➔ Sedona, Arizona ➔ Kingman, Arizona</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 20</td>
<td>Saturday</td>
<td>Kingman, Arizona ➔ Bullhead City, Nevada ➔ Laughlin, Nevada Las Vegas, Nevada</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 21</td>
<td>Saturday</td>
<td>Las Vegas, Nevada</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 22</td>
<td>Sunday</td>
<td>Las Vegas, Nevada</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 23</td>
<td>Monday</td>
<td>Hoover Dam &amp; Las Vegas, Nevada</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 24</td>
<td>Tuesday</td>
<td>Las Vegas, Nevada &amp; Fremont Street</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 25</td>
<td>Wednesday</td>
<td>Las Vegas, Nevada</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 26</td>
<td>Thursday</td>
<td>Las Vegas, Nevada</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 27</td>
<td>Friday</td>
<td>Las Vegas, Nevada ➔ Kanab, Utah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 28</td>
<td>Saturday</td>
<td>Kanab, Utah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 29</td>
<td>Sunday</td>
<td>Kanab, Utah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 30</td>
<td>Memorial</td>
<td>Bryce Canyon National Park &amp; Kanab, Utah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 31</td>
<td>Tuesday</td>
<td>North Rim of Grand Canyon ➔ Flagstaff, Arizona</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**JUNE 2011**


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Day</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 June 2011</td>
<td>Wednesday</td>
<td>Flagstaff, Arizona</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 June 2011</td>
<td>Thursday</td>
<td>South Rim of Grand Canyon ➔ Williams, Arizona</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 June 2011</td>
<td>(Friday)</td>
<td>Williams, Arizona ➔ Barstow, California</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 June 2011</td>
<td>(Saturday)</td>
<td>Barstow, California ➔ Bishop, California</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 June 2011</td>
<td>(Sunday)</td>
<td>Bishop, California ➔ Mono Lake, CA ➔ Lake Tahoe, California</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 June 2011</td>
<td>(Monday)</td>
<td>Lake Tahoe, California</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 June 2011</td>
<td>(Tuesday)</td>
<td>Lake Tahoe, California ➔ Carson City, Utah ➔ Reno, Nevada</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 June 2011</td>
<td>(Wednesday)</td>
<td>Lake Tahoe, California</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 June 2011</td>
<td>(Thursday)</td>
<td>Lake Tahoe, California ➔ Sonora-Jamestown, California</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
10 June 2011 (Friday): Day 40: Yosemite National Park
11 June 2011 (Saturday): Day 41: Fresno, California
12 June 2011 (Sunday): Day 42: Fresno, California
13 June 2011 (Monday): Day 43: Fresno, California ➔ Barstow, California
14 June 2011 (Tuesday): Day 44: Barstow, California ➔ San Diego, California
15 June 2011 (Wednesday): Day 45: San Diego, California
16 June 2011 (Thursday): Day 46: San Diego Zoo, California
17 June 2011 (Friday): Day 47: San Diego, California ➔ Moreno Valley, California
18 June 2011 (Saturday, PegEgg’s Injury): Day 48: Moreno Valley, California
19 June 2011 (Sunday, Father’s Day): Day 49: Moreno Valley, California
20 June 2011 (Monday): Day 50: Moreno Valley, California ➔ Solvang, California
21 June 2011 (Tuesday): Day 51: Buellton, California
22 June 2011 (Wednesday): Day 52: Buellton, California
23 June 2011 (Thursday): Day 53: Buellton, California
24 June 2011 (Friday): Day 54: Buellton, California ➔ Monterey, California ➔ Sea Side, California
25 June 2011 (Saturday): Day 55: Sea Side, California ➔ Monterey’s 12 Mile Drive ➔ San Francisco, California
26 June 2011 (Sunday): Day 56: Napa Valley, California
27 June 2011 (Monday): Day 57: Napa Valley, California
28 June 2011 (Tuesday): Day 58: Napa Valley, California ➔ Eureka, California
29 June 2011 (Wednesday): Day 59: Eureka, California ➔ Redwood National Park ➔ Crescent City, California
30 June 2011 (Thursday): Day 60: Crescent City, California ➔ Gold Hills, Oregon ➔ Klamath Falls, Oregon
JULY 2011

GO TO TOP OF PAGE

★ 1 July 2011 (Friday): Day 61: KLAMATH FALLS, OREGON — Favell Museum — Nibbly’s Restaurant — PegEgg’s Swelling — Sunny Side of the Street — Wi-Fi Slower Than...


★ 7 July 2011 (Thursday): Day 67: OLD FAITHFUL, YELLOWSTONE NATIONAL PARK
8 July 2011 (Friday): Day 68: WEST YELLOWSTONE, MONTANA ➔ GREYBULL, WYOMING

AUGUST 2011

GO TO TOP OF PAGE

1 Aug 2011 (Monday): — LightScribe DVD Burning, LightScribe DVD Label, Memories Don’t Matter Unless..., Read to Discover, Sam’s Club Encounters, UPS Store
2 Aug 2011 (Tuesday): — In the Mood, Internet Speed, Way to Get Started
3 Aug 2011 (Wednesday): — Wrestling’s Flying Squirrel
4 Aug 2011 (Thursday): — You’ve Got the Right Stuff
5 Aug 2011 (Friday): — Doris Barrilleaux, Excellence Begins Within, FloriDUH: Guns, FloriDUH: Nuclear Plant Cost, FloriDUH: Driver’s License, Suffering from Coulrophobia, You’ve Got the Right Stuff
6 Aug 2011 (Saturday): — A Simpler Time, Amazing Dog, Driver’s License Online?, Internet Access Speeds in U.S., Missouri Teachers & Facebook, View From Oneonta
7 Aug 2011 (Sunday): — Driver’s License, Photo Editing Steps, When a Plan Goes Wrong
9 Aug 2011 (Tuesday): — Florida Drivers License Redux, Genealogy Records vs. Realities, Quotes Graphics, Real Events — Instant Perceptions, Speed Test Link, Tomorrow is a Day Away, World Economy Quagmire
10 Aug 2011 (Wednesday): — Italian Subs Rise Above, L’awful Suits, Military Service Members of the Year, Presidential Dollar Coin Flop, Sing Along to Get Along, When Fast Isn’t Fast Enough, Winchester 73
11 Aug 2011 (Thursday): — An Orphan?, Damnyankees, London Riots & The Arab Spring, Man Laws, Power’s Gone, Speed Test 04:33, St Joseph’s Hospital Coming
12 Aug 2011 (Friday): — Alcohol Abuse, Belonging is Longing, Debt Reduction, Gone from My Sight, Slept In, Weather on the Morrow
13 Aug 2011 (Saturday): — Cicero’s Quote Hoax, HFA DVD Project, I Wonder, Stand Beside Me
16 Aug 2011 (Tuesday): — Cabal Taking over America, Cellphone Uses, Enthralled in Sam’s Stall, HFA DVD Mailed, Hildreth Highlights Monitored, Midsomer Murders, Not Eaten in 38 Days, Laptop Leisure, Potty Phone, World on a String
18 Aug 2011 (Thursday): — Commissary, Jetman Tours Grand Canyon, La Paloma, Photo Fantastic, Riots & Silence in America, Ruskin Family Drive-in, Then Sings My Soul, Vietnam War Won?
19 Aug 2011 (Friday): — All I Ask, All-mobile Concert, AT&T Text Plan: Outrageous, Columbine Comes to Tampa?, Congress, the Collection, Fungal Spores, Japanese Honesty, IVote App for Cellphones, Most Effective Ad of All Time, Octopus of Apathy, Smoke ‘Em If You’ve Got ‘em
20 Aug 2011 (Saturday): — AC-Cent-Tchu-Ate the Positive, Animal Abuse, Capitalization, Happy Birthday, Mom, Hawaii Reflections, Korea’s Got Talent, Ortega Highway, Pachelbel’s Canon, Privacy: The Illusion, Texting Costs

http://DarryD.com
★ 23 Aug 2011 (Tuesday): — Back Injury, Bankruptcy of U.S. Cities, Bastard in the Sand, Bible versus Politics, Central Falls Bankruptcy, Dog Tethering, FloriDUH Ed: We’re 48th!, God Bless America, My Vineyard, Obama & Supreme Court, View from Oneonta, Writing & Reading
★ 24 Aug 2011 (Wednesday): — Coach’s Dementia, Earthquake in Virginia, Generic Tiger Breeding, Good Night, Military Pension Generous?, View from Oneonta, View of the Planet
★ 25 Aug 2011 (Thursday): — $896M: Cost of Libya Non-War, Air Swimmers, Back Ache, Bedtime for Bunnies, Being Human, China’s Military Growth, Flying Fish, Freedom of Speech, Wizard Amendment
★ 26 Aug 2011 (Friday): — Apple’s iPad Sales, Forests & Green Fields, Friends Sing to Me, Lucille, New Hampshire GOP, Nostalgic Memory, Plugger Points, Power Poor, Puppy Love, When It’s the Devil, View From Oneonta
★ 28 Aug 2011 (Sunday): — Build a Reputation, Elvis: Guitar Man, Golf Eyesight, In Fair Fight, Jim Dandy, Sam’s Club, SouthShore Library, Stimulus Scam, U.S. Budget Perspective, Wal-Martians: Tattoos, & Guns
★ 29 Aug 2011 (Monday): — Bars on His Windows, Chocolate Good for Heart, Conga Line, First Lady of Bodybuilding, King of the Fairies, View from Oneonta, Walmart Golf Path Sign
★ 30 Aug 2011 (Tuesday): — Facebook Unfriend, Hurricane Irene, Irish Dancing’s Origins, Jefferson County Bankruptcy, Move It, Movie: Colombiana, Movie: The Help, Obama at the Bat, Reunion Youth, Saddle Up, View from Oneonta
★ 31 Aug 2011 (Wednesday): — Blue Bolero, Casino Expansion, Centers of Influence, FloriDUH Gambling, Prayer Request, Tragedy in Melody, Utah’s Zion Curtains, U.S. Government Brakes
1 Sep 2011 (Thursday): — Beyonce's Twitter Record, Breaking News, Dave Lee, Decline of News, DUH Moment for NY, Email Inbox Full, Flying Car, Gotta Dance, Last Words, Lotto Lucky Dog, Osprey, Reviews for Sale, View from Oneonta


3 Sep 2011 (Saturday): — A Pot of Tea, Exalt the Talented, Georgia Temperature, Jitterbug, the Noun, Names, Tags, & Labels, Petitions & Initiatives, Screaming Apparel, U.S. Debt: Doorbell

4 Sep 2011 (Sunday): — Artist’s Dream, Day’s Light, God is All You Need, Hard Drive Design, Heroes, How Great Thou Art, Malware Removed Completely, Memory & Apologies, Panhandling Fraud, Paraprosdokian: Social Disease?, Silent Sun Screams, Songs Unsung


7 Sep 2011 (Wednesday): — Budget Fix, Dave Lee, Mayonesa, Nights of Thunder, Shoot the Messenger, Some Day Soon, Sun City Center versus Wimauma, View From Oneonta, Window Through Which We See
8 Sep 2011 (Thursday): — Aircraft Carrier, Coffee Sales up, Dave Lee, Elephants & Memories, Elephant Stew, Imagine, Leprosy from Armadillos, Pepsi-Co’s All-Plant Bottle, Sharks 101, Ugly Origins, Who’s Loving You

9 Sep 2011 (Friday): — Army of Deer, Congressional Manners, Dave Lee, Glow Worm, Hero, Ima Important, Keys Keyed, Larry Loser, Let the River Run, Linda Sunshine, Love Man, Mermaid or Whale, NBC Twitter Hacked, 9-11 Remembered, 9-11 Report, Shave While Driving, Tampa-Cuba Flights, Tobu World Square

10 Sep 2011 (Saturday): — Budweiser Tribute to 9/11, Butch, Captain Ripp, Ennio Marchetto, Football, the Metaphor, Get Ready Publications, HP: No Tablet, Phones & PCs, I Am She, Linda Sunshine, Loco-Motion Simplicity, Michigan Beats Notre Dame, Prop Us on Our Learin’ Side, Redneck Medical Dictionary, Resistance, Sexual Awakening, Spain’s Austerity, Tennessee Borders, Twitter Tweet of the Day, Unicorn & Leap Frog, Unicorn’s Tweet


12 Sep 2011 (Monday): — A Daisy Hoax, Alone by Heart, Bear Wishes, Chuck Maginn, Ill Frogs in the Pond, Men’s Room Warning, Streaking Origin, Time Flowing


14 Sep 2011 (Wednesday): — Ayn Rand, Breakout, Dave Lee, Dr. Bob, Best Vet, Happy Trails, Helen Keller, Linda Sunshine, Louisa May Alcott, Old Glory, Plagiarism, Roy Rogers, Traffic Signals

15 Sep 2011 (Thursday): — 1955, the Year, All Over Again, Alzheimer’s Divorce, Copper Clapper Caper, Cruise Ship Slot Machines, DDT, Democrat or Republican?, Dien Bien Phu, Vietnam, FloriDUH: Tampa’s Riverwalk, Sixteen Tons, Tampa’s Riverwalk, The Zipper, The Villages

16 Sep 2011 (Friday): — Dave Lee, HoneyBear’s Care, Lima Golf, Lion & Gazelle, Metta World Peace, Music of the Night, Ochocinco, President Who
Was POW?, Ron Artest, Swing on a Star (1940 Music), The Zipper, Toe Tapper, Tweet of the Day, View From Oneonta

★ 17 Sep 2011 (Saturday): — Daddy’s Home, Giant African Land Snails, iPad Café Encounters, Lima Golf, Linda Sunshine, Psychiatric Interrogation, Reptile & Amphibian Problem, Slow Surprise, Talking Clock


★ 19 Sep 2011 (Monday): — Afghanistan Recalls Vietnam, Building Special Effects, Clueless Clyde, GE Going to China?, Homeless Ted Williams, 2, Lima Golf, Linda Sunshine, Overslept, Success is an Attitude, Tweet of the Day

★ 20 Sep 2011 (Tuesday): — Amazed, 4 Hours a Night?, HFA Adventure Programs, Life Celebration Party, Military Retirement Pay, Movie: Contagion, Movie: The Debt, Polish Pie Lady, Sorry, Sally


★ 23 Sep 2011 (Friday): — Facebook: Half a Billion a Day — Facebook: Changes — Getting Gas at Sam’s Club — Global Warming — Hang Up Car Keys — Linda Sunshine Article — On the Way to the Sky — Peter’s Prostitute — Smart Mob in Copenhagen — The Story of My Life — What’s Forever For?
24 Sep 2011 (Saturday): — All Terrain Walker — Captain Ripp article — Facebook Could Get Ugly — iPad Gold Rush — Lima Golf article — Linda Sunshine article — Mammoné Won’t Leave Home — Manana (is Soon Enough) — Polish Pie Lady Article — Rawhide Roundup — Reading Material — Serenity — Snow Schnee — Who I Was Born to Be


27 Sep 2011 (Tuesday): — Bar — Dave Lee article — British Parliament No-Nos — Facebook Charges — Gardening InfoGraphic — God Made a Farmer — HoneyBear’s Decline — HoneyBear’s Better — Linda Sunshine — Social Media Research — View From Oneonta — Who Will Watch My Place

28 Sep 2011 (Wednesday): — Cellphone @ Funeral — Crying by Roy Orbi-son — Facebook Businesses — FloriDUH & L’awful Largo — FloriDUH KKK Cone — HoneyBear is Back — L’awful Cop Killer — Lima Golf article — Luna Mezz’o Mare — NYC Protest Gets Ugly — Passwords Ban on Twitter — Saudi Arabia Lashing — Sizes Compared — Tweet of the Day — Walmart Yankees — Water Conservation


OCTOBER 2011

GO TO TOP OF PAGE

☆ 6 Oct 2011 (Thursday): — A Good Dog Remembers — Character Concerns — Computers Can’t Solve — Flash Animations — Flash Crash in Farm-Ville — Google Docs & Open Office — India’s $35 Tablet — Linda Sunshine
article — Polish Pie Lady article — Steve Jobs: Visionary — Sweet Hour of Prayer — Tweet of the Day


★ 10 Oct 2011 (Monday):
★ 11 Oct 2011 (Tuesday):
★ 12 Oct 2011 (Wednesday):
★ 13 Oct 2011 (Thursday):
★ 14 Oct 2011 (Friday):
★ 15 Oct 2011 (Saturday):
★ 16 Oct 2011 (Sunday):
★ 17 Oct 2011 (Monday):
★ 18 Oct 2011 (Tuesday):
★ 19 Oct 2011 (Wednesday):
★ 20 Oct 2011 (Thursday):
★ 21 Oct 2011 (Friday):
★ 22 Oct 2011 (Saturday):
Name Tag PegEgg — Passengers’ Home Country — Pickup: 08:30 — Problems in Rearview Mirror — Restoring the CP — Satisfied Enough — Satisfied Mind — Saying Silly Things — Scatter Kindness — Take Me Home — Try to See Invisible — Unload: 08:50 — We Cruise — We Disembark: 08:00
★ 28 Oct 2011 (Friday): — Best Buy — Bill of Non-Rights — Bud — Candle in the Wind — Competency — Crayons as Teachers — Double Fantasy Magic Duo — Email Fades Away — HH Gregg — Linda Sunshine — Name Tags — Plan Your Work — Preparation is Key — Right to Boast — Sears — Serene Hours — Strategy Lunch — Tears are Words — Temptation Email — Years & Tears


NOVEMBER 2011


Philly — Name Tag Trial — President Bill Clinton — SEAL Quote of the Week — Snow Blower for Real Men — Time Passes — Wedding Nights & Dances — Windows 98 SE

☆ 4 Nov 2011 (Friday): — Army Mobile Apps Store — Bud — Dave Lee — Last Costco Trip — Love & Happiness — October Snowstorm — Parrot Found — Sam’s Club for Pizza — Tethering Issue Stalls — To Know a Man — View from Oneonta — You’ll Never Know


☆ 7 Nov 2011 (Monday): — A Place To Fall Apart — Bob of Ruskin — Books Banned — Boys vs. Men — Bud — Connecticut Storm Update — Dave Lee — ‘Donna Cleaner’ Sweeps In — Health Care Profits — Highland Parks, MI — ‘Linda Sunshine’ — News Could Be Worse — News Seen by America — Sam’s Club Fillup — Sam’s Club XHD — Skype Keys to Success — Skype with Bud — Strongest Weakness — View From Oneonta — You are Not Alone

☆ 12 Nov 2011 (Saturday): — ‘Captain Ripp’ — F15 No Wing — ‘Harley Day’ — Intelligent Fingerprinting — JB — ‘Lima Golf’ — Make a Difference — Name Tag Recognition — Painting Jesus — Sound of Silence — ‘Tara Parrothead’ — This is Who We Are — Where Ya From?
☆ 15 Nov 2011 (Tuesday): — A Morning Called Elvis — Bud — Cell Phone Speakers — Communication is the Result — Communicate Significantly — Connecticut Storm Update — Dave Lee — ‘Harley Day’ — If I Knew Then — If Men Could Make It — Obama Crotch Salute — PegEgg — View From Oneonta — Zorro’s Horse
24 Nov 2011 (THANKSGIVING): — $50 Lesson — 75 Music Minutes on a CD — Address Approximate — Facebook Ads Increase — Iroquois Thanks-
★ 26 Nov 2011 (Saturday): — Defriend Black Friday Fans — Early Morning Rain — Enjoy the Ride — Internet Filtering Illegal — Merry Christmas — My Journal is Me — PegEgg — Politics & My Journal — Relating Right — Santa’s Note — Searchin’ — Struggles
DECEMBER 2011


GO TO TOP OF PAGE


13 Dec 2011 (Tuesday): — Cancer Conversation Rules — Dave Lee — HoneyBear is Blind — Nobel Prize Speech — Reason Rules — Sadness the Legacy — Sleep Without Rest — System Mechanic FREE — Tawakkol Karman — View From Oneonta


★ 18 Dec 2011 (Sunday): — American Made — Ed Freeman Died — First Snowfall — Lima Golf — Polish Pie Lady Christmas — Rockin’ Around — Snowman Christmas — SouthShore Commons


http://DarryD.com


28 Dec 2011 (Wednesday): — Bud — Congressmen Make Money — Dream River — I’m a PC was a Mac — I’m Your Mother — Israeli Weapons — Lawsuit Crazy — Mimi’s For Lunch — My Quagmire of Despair — PegEgg — Sci-Fi Movies Fact & Fiction — Searching for Sex — Soup or Stew — Transition Complete — Words are More


3 Jan 2012 (Tuesday): — Abundance from God — 5 Rules to Remember — Monopoly is an Old Game — Note to Ashli — On the Road Again — PegEgg — Rose Parade — VA Hospital — Yogi Berra


7 Jan 2012 (Saturday): — A-B-C-D, E-F-G — Armor in the Foyer — Audio Books Free — Be Girl, Woman, & Lady — Debt Limit Made Easy — Emergency Pulloff — Lady Lynnette — Military As Representation — Stick Your Sorry’s in a Sack — Unexplored Shores — VA Clients — Yoshi the Kid
8 Jan 2012 (Sunday): — Bakken from Space — Brian Doerksen — Computer’s Future — Dave Lee — Family Reunion — Funeral Photo — Future is Glass — Guys vs Cartoon — Halftime Follies — Hollywood Tech Myths — Innovation Waves — iPhone Features — JB — Just As I Am — Life Through a Window — Linda Sunshine — Living on $1-a-Day — O God, Our Help — People in Your Life — Staying Technologically Young — Take the Bus — View From Oneonta


13 Jan 2011 (Friday): — Aloneness — Being Powerful — Searching — Searching for Diamonds — Staples — VA Hospital CP3


15 Jan 2011 (Sunday): — Aptronym — Battery Chargers — Cellphone Insanity — Costa Concordia Sinks — Cruise Ship Sinks — Facebook
Fumbles — Hospital Visit — Linda Sunshine — Lonely Shepherd — Operation Animation — Outsourcing — Sue Greensleeves — Toe Tapper — WVU Armed Forces Salute


26 Jan 2012 (Thursday): — Army Camouflage Finalists — Criticism — Linda Sunshine — MS Office-Like Program Free — Planting Guide Updated — Share a Story or Link — Singing the Blues — Support Bacteria

27 Jan 2012 (Friday): — Captain Ripp — Finding God — Lipitor — Sports Drink Squirrel — Sleep Apnea Dozed Off — Sound of Music — Statins & Memory Loss — We Fight, We Get Beat


31 Jan 2012 (Tuesday): — 3,500 Year Old Jokes — Alyce Wanderland — An Angry World — Costa Concordia Videos — DaisyDawg is Now DaisyVa-
Go to TOP of PAGE

✓ 4 Feb 2012 (Saturday): — Danny’s Song — Everything is All Right — Evolution to Twitter — Exabyte Social Clouds — Facebook Depression in Teens — Facebook Graffiti Worth $200M — God & Drowning — Lima Golf — Linda Sunshine — Magna Carta Restored — Measure a Mountain — Mock Not Hell — News Flash — No Frills Airlines — Pity Train — Prom Dresses from Sluts-R-Us — Social Media in Education — True Colors — Unless You’re Google — War Neutrality


10 Feb 2012 (Friday): — Afghanistan Lost — Cactus Blue Ribbon — Canary Islands Tsunami — Google Privacy Challenged — Internet Love Song — Lima Golf — Little Drummer Boy — Linda Sunshine — Polish Pie Lady — Smart versus Wise — USMC & the Nazi SS — Women in Combat Roles

12 Feb 2012 (Sunday): — 42 Degrees Going to -10 — Abide with Me, ‘Tis Eventide — Linda Sunshine — Mental Note for Dinner — Photo Impossible — Portly Populations — Research Revivals — Tablet’s Impact — True Friend Gets in the Way — What is a ’Nam Vet?


16 Feb 2012 (Thursday): — AntiVirus Programs Compared — Blinded by The Obvious — Coffee First Attitude — Cruisers’ 2012 Choice Awards — $450K for Advanced Planning — Nanny State Gives Nuggets — Nomophobia — Oh No!!! — Shopping Cart Invented — Syria Inside — Syria Outside — Talk to a Kid — Terror Contracts You Accepted — Time-lapse Tour of Earth — Unused PC Turned Off — When Arrows Point @ You — World War II in Real Time


26 Feb 2012 (Sunday): — Americans Won’t Do Dirty Jobs — Angels with One Wing — Best Friend Really Hears — Bill T. — Dave Lee — Girls are Like Cellphones — GOP Spent $12M in FL — Government Explained — Highest Unemployment — Homeless & Dog — IBM Tracks Pigs to Plate — Linda Sunshine — Senility Prayer — Senior Citizen Odometer — Silly String in Iraq — Tattoos Gone Wrong — Toe Tapper — Train Disaster — View From Oneonta — Will the Circle Be Unbroken? — Women Know Their Place


29 Feb 2012 (Wednesday): — $750,000 Soccer Field — Aglitter over Twitter — Alabama’s Immigration Law — Bully Dismissed — Guantánamo’s $750,000 Soccer Field, Hong Kong Accelerated — Leap Day Not Every 4 Years — Library Hours — Math & Alphabet — Minnesota Voter Registration — Oil Imports — Plant Eats Bird — Thomas Jefferson’s DNA — Twitter Analytics — U.S. Prosperity 1929 — VA Crime, Public Butt Out — When I Miss You — Winnie-the-Pooh’s Disorders

MARCH 2012


3 Mar 2012 (Saturday): — Age’s Perks — Attribute to Ignorance — Bugle Boy — Caffeine Inhaler — Dave Lee — Family Forum — Flowers Blooming — Gasoline Coupon — Google Search History Fear — He’s From California — Hiring Analytics Experts — Illiterate of the Future — In God We Trust — Linda Sunshine — Maxwell1 — Original Thoughts — Playing with the Kid — Real, Not Perfect — Smithsonian Photo Contest — Thinking is a Real Art — View From Oneonta — Windows 8 ‘Reimagined’


Darry D’s Journal


**17 Mar 2012** (Saturday): — Guitar Playing — Linda Sunshine — My Name is America — Neanderthal After-life — This Life — Wars of Questionable Motivation — Wars Without End — You Were Given


23 Mar 2012 (Friday): — Afghanistan Irony — Belief Fuels Passion — Chris E — Dave Lee — Device Defined — Glen, the Squirrel 2 — Hope is Grief's Best Music — It's a Wonderful Day — Liberty or Death — Lima Golf — Limitation & Expectation — Linda Sunshine — View from Oneonta — War of 1812 Winner


25 Mar 2012 (Sunday): — Alyce Wanderland — Angels with One Wing — Confederate Flag Returned — Drone Controllers — Facebook Privacy — Fear Within — Focus, Focus, Focus — Lima Golf — Linda Sunshine — PegEgg Burned My Finger — Pro-Self — Saving Photos — Terrifying Tattooed Women — Women Meant to be Loved

26 Mar 2012 (Monday): — Car’s Advanced Technology — Drug-free Florida — In-Your-Face-Book — Lima Golf — Linda Gonse — Linda Sunshine — No Words Need be Spoken — Sex & a Phone Call — To Err & To Forgive — Twitter’s Unseen Options — Visa Data Center

27 Mar 2012 (Tuesday): — 18:45 Depart Home — 19:30 Safely at VA Hospital — 19:50 Sleep Apnea Clinic — 21:00 Awaiting Test — 22:00 Sleep
Apnea Test — 03:00 Face Mask Moment — 05:00 Test Completed — 05:45
Mask Fitting — 06:45 Welcome Home


APRIL 2012


1 Apr 2012 (APRIL FOOL’S DAY): — .Dat Files Not Opening — Blaming McDonald’s — Cell Phone Chains — China Coup — Dave Lee — Editor

- **2 Apr 2012** (Monday): — 1940 Census — A Code Called Morse — A Bit of Fear — F in Friend is for Candor — First Thing This Morning — Kind & Compassionate — Linda Sunshine — Mind Stretched — Storm or Die — Terrorism, the Weapon — Your Only Limitation
- **3 Apr 2012** (Tuesday): — 1940 Census Site Crashes — Dave Lee — Forward Back — Forward Without Comment — Giving Online — Iraq War Based on Lies — Mary’s Hymn Again Blesses — Online Giving — Regrets — Right Wing Fanatic — View from Oneonta — Window Opens to Future
- **6 Apr 2012** (Friday): — Anna Maria Island Sunset — Capture The Moment — Dave Lee — Facebook Sponsored Stories — Fall From the Mountain — I’m Going Down — Lima Golf — Social Network Bill of Rights — Taxes: 1,470 Millionaires Paid $0 — Tax Payers Lament — View from Oneonta — Welcome to Florida
- **7 Apr 2012** (Saturday): — Buffet — Carrot Cake — Dave Lee — Dine at Della’s — Len Murphy — Most Creative Panhandler — On My Father’s Side — Potatoes au Gratin — Supreme Court Ages — View from Oneonta
- **8 Apr 2012** (Sunday): — Dine at Cristal’s — He Arose


11 Apr 2012 (Wednesday): — Eggs I Have Known — Freedom of Speech Trampled — Information is Currency — Linda Sunshine — Michigan Teacher Fired — NJ Teacher to be Fired — PA Teacher Suspended — Razorbacks Fire Coach — SC Teacher Suspended — Social Media Out for UK Soldiers — Teacher of the Year Suspended — US Marine to be Discharged — View from Oneonta — When is Speech Protected?

12 Apr 2012 (Thursday): — Dave Lee — Death of Common Sense — Evolution Theory from 1300s — Exercise or Retire — Facebook Buys Instagram — Fiber Needed in Diet — Golf Boys video — Ikea Tampa — It’s Mary’s Fault — Life Found on Mars — Muqaddimah — Political Emails — Stop & Eat the Roses — Sue Greensleeves — View from Oneonta


14 Apr 2012 (Saturday): — Alyce Wanderland — Cat, Rat, & Turtle — Favorite Hymns — Google+ Redesign — Hoax du Jour — Lima Golf — Linda Sunshine — Obama Bucks — President Obama to Columbia — Twitter & World War II — Vote Early & Often — Welcome to FloriDUH — Yet Another Side Street

Back is Not Laid Up — Lima Golf — NO FIELD Act — Plastic into Oil — PTSD: Outside the Wire — QUIZ: 1st Audio Recording — View from Oneonta


Wonder Why


22 Apr 2012 (Sunday): — A Night to Remember — Children are Our Future — Fame Not Worth It — Folding Red Wagon — Friend Has Your Back — Grizzly Killed by Harley HOAX — Having a Private Moment — Hoax du Jour — Linda Sunshine — Lovebugs — Obey the Kitty — Politicians are the Same — Politics 40 Years Ago — Serial Killer Guilty — Again — Sharrell Blackenburger — Hero — Television on Sale for $100 — We Must, All, Sacrifice — Welcome to FloriDUH


26 Apr 2012 (Thursday): — Dave Lee — E-voting Picks Wrong Winners —

27 Apr 2012 (Friday): — Arab Spring — Attentive Eye — Burlesque — Emails & System Speed — Every Second of Time — Focus Determines Reality — LAX Twilight Landing — NATO Member Nations — One Step, One Moment — Polish Pie Lady — Reveille — Spain Unemployment 24.4% — Watermelon Festival — World Through a Keyhole


1 May 2012 (Tuesday): — Afghan Attacks Under-Reported — Amazon Buys Kiva Robots — Battle for Peace — Beach Barely — Cease to be Human — CISPA & Civil Liberties — DaisyDawg A-OK — GOP Still Punishing Florida — Heaven Has 4 Feet — Kiva’s Mobile Robotic Units — Lima Golf: Amazon Buys Kiva — Lima Golf: Kiva’s Units


6 May 2012 (Sunday): — Bring Your Own Technology (BYOT): — Can’t Do on the Internet — Communism was the Threat — Cuban Missile Crisis 1962 — Email Facebook Scam — Leave the Shore of Safety — Process vs Content — Real Cost of Wars — TERRORISM is the watchword — Terrorists Everywhere
— Old Time Radio — Free — Only Boys Aloud — SCAM: Verizon Online Bill — Welcome to FloriDUH


14 May 2012 (Monday): — Bumblebee Boogie — Darry D & PegEgg at Booth — Disney’s Epcot — Epcot Flower Festival — Escape to Epcot — Harriet — Hillsborough County Extension — Jim Hawk — PegEgg — Susan Haddock — Topiaries — Wheels-up

15 May 2012 (Tuesday): — Dave Lee’s Tomatoes — If I Give My Heart to You — Tomatoes Growing Time — View from Oneonta


Hoodie Fear — Lady Lynnette — Lima Golf — Linda Sunshine’s World — Living in America — Social Media Meets Darwinism — Social Media's Shakespeare — Women RANGERS

**18 May 2012** (Friday): — Attitude is a Little Thing — Bible Reading — Hero, Wise, Accomplished — Homeless Not an Adjective — Jobs Created & Lost — Linda Sunshine’s World — Mr. No Legs — New Hampshire Civility Fails — Phishing Signs — Plato Code Cracked — Political Ads — RNC Official Protest Site — RNC: Bars Open Til 3am — Tweet Silenced Doubters


**22 May 2012** (Tuesday): — Battleship — Dark Shadows — Dumbo Care — Heroes Don't Wear Capes — Maxwell1 — MEMORIAL DAY ART — Memories of Memorial Day — Sunrise Over America — Sam's Club Turtle — Tears a Land Has Shed


**24 May 2012** (Thursday): — Aristosaurus — Audrey Hepburn — Beauty Tips — Cell Phone Suicide — Hard to be Nostalgic — Hoax du Jour — MRI — Porcelain Unicorn — Senior Moments — Thesaurus Goodbye

**25 May 2012** (Friday): — Bethlehem Seal — Cost of Technology — Faith Topography — He’s Spouse of the Year — If You Are Alone — Marvel’s Blue
Ear — MRI Testing 1, 2, 7 — Nation of the Well-Informed — Prayer Mat Invention — Purple Haze — Sue Greensleeves — Two Flies Per Public Toilet
Latest Art: http://darryd.com/Photo-Quotes/Quotes45.htm
➡️ 26 May 2012 (Saturday): — Babies Born in Squads — Captain Ripp — Dad’s Car — Dave Lee View from Oneonta — FCAT Affliction — Friends Understand — Great Use of Life — Humility is a Cartoon — Photograph Rather than Scan — Ride a Camel — Text, Drive & Die — Welcome to FloriDUH — Latest Art: http://darryd.com/Photo-Quotes/Quotes47.htm
➡️ 27 May 2012 (Sunday): — 1945 Victory Parade — Facebook Jobs — HOAX DU JOUR — Let My Heart Be Your Home — Linda Sunshine’s World — Megiddo Jewelry — Microwave Test — SCAM ALERT — Social Media — Threat Alerts — Latest Art: http://darryd.com/Photo-Quotes/Quotes47.htm
➡️ 31 May 2012 (Thursday): — Dave Lee View From Oneonta — Education vs. Brains — Face to Sunshine — Facebook IPO Regrets — FarmVille Penis Ready — Florida #1 in Govt Corruption — GOP VP Potentials — Harley Day’s
Way — India’s Economy in Free Fall — Internet Courage — iPad Typewriter — Lima Golf Eureka — Linda Sunshine’s World — Man Cannot Live Without — Saving Grace — Seal Food Bags — Social Nets & Sex Offenders — STOP Multiple Addressing — Tweeting Too Much — Vintage Rollerblading — Wanna Argue? — We’re Number 1!!! — When in Doubt — WordPerfect Ad Annoys

**JUNE 2012**


**GO TO TOP OF PAGE**


http://DarryD.com
Packing Walmart Momma — Queen’s Diamond Jubilee — Secret Service New Rules — Senior Center Quiz — Syria, What to Do — The Villages Presentations — Weed Patch — Wisdom in a Box — Your Call is Important...


7 Jun 2012 (Thursday): — A Wonderful World — All I Have — B. Green — Baptism & Moses — Believe in Unbelievable — Bud — Creationism Belief at 46% — D-Day Forgotten? — Dave Lee View from Oneonta — Don’t You Need A Shepherd — Earth Has Chocolate — Greek Politician’s Assault — HOAX: Commencement Speech — Is This The Man — Little Things — Love is Wanting — Mary Lee’s Song — Muslim Wedding — Password Security — This is Life — Triple Threat Cake — We Behave Because — Weather Forecast — Wild West 150 Years Ago

8 Jun 2012 (Friday): — Bill T — Dave Lee View from Oneonta — Facebook App Attacks — Facebook Boring — Facebook: 5 Risky Habits — Lima Golf Eureka — Smile Face Value — Smile on my Face — The River — Triple-Threat Chocolate Cake


11 Jun 2012 (Monday): — All She Want to Do — Back to OPS — Bill T. Tales — Bob Evans — Coffee Cursing — Dance’s Purpose — Della’s Slice & Dice — Facebook Message Seen — Innovation’s Months Off — Lima Golf View from Out West — Mom’s Safe — Pre-Op Prep


http://DarryD.com


18 Jun 2012 (Monday): — Age Nightmare — Dave Lee — Dying Dad’s Last Shave — Keep Your Pecker Up — Lima Golf View from the West — Linda Sunshine’s World — Military Suicides — Profiles in Fiction — Pseudodementia — Words Have No Meaning


26 Jun 2012 (Tuesday): — Bayshore Blvd Shark — Bubba & the Boys — Bud, Connecticut Snowbird — Fingers Do the Walking — Hoax du Jour — It’s Tuesday, Mow the Grass — Lima Golf View from the West — My Neighbor


4 Jul 2012 (INDEPENDENCE DAY): — Anti-Social Media — Birth of a PAC — Carolyn Church — Durant Wright Church II — Failure to Communicate — Freedom & Independence — Freedom is Right to be Wrong — God Bless America — Half-Watered Health — Hopelessly Devoted — Kate Smith — Living Not Multiple Choice — Non-Mugged in Walmart — Paul Andrew Church — Stupid with More Energy — The First Flower — Tweeting Since 1914


9 Jul 2012 (Monday): — American Journey, Day 16 — Dear Abby — Durant Wright Church II — Family Rarest Photo — Forgotten Revolutionary


- **12 July 2012** (Thursday): — An Arab Walks into a Bar — Barcelona Nights — Bud, Connecticut Snowbird — MG Class — My Last Funeral


- **14 Jul 2012** (Saturday) — Busy Bee Time; Dave Lee from Shades Mountain; Genealogy Funnies; In My Life; Linda Sunshine Smiles; Movie: Tintin 🌼🌼🌼🌼🌼; Music: the Mystical Media; Wounds of War

- **15 Jul 2012** (Sunday) — 100-Year-Old Harmonica; ACTA SOPA Overload; American Journey, Day 22; Backup or Die; Dave Lee from Shades Mountain; Diplomacy is the Art; Ever Vigilant; Father, Forgive Us; My Hard Drives; JB; Love is the Thing; Rich in the Key of G; Stormy Weather; What NOT to Say about PTSD

- **16 Jul 2012** (Monday) — A Hero Named Lexi; California Cities & Mortgages; Dave Lee of Shades Mountain; Northern Lights; Parker Monroe; San Bernardino Crazy?; Some Days are Diamonds...; Tampa 93rd in Public Transport; When I Fall in Love
17 Jul 2012 (Tuesday) — ACT Class; Arguing with Liberals by ‘New York Neal’ Carrier; Conservative Defined by Woodrow Wilson; Dogs Are Smart by Lima Golf; Eating Well by Dave Lee; Future is Here; Let’s Pretend; Recording Success; San Bernardino Crazy by Dave Lee; Truth Will Set You Free; Were You in Korea?; Women’s Self-Esteem

18 Jul 2012 (Wednesday) — America is not the Greatest; Been to San Francisco?; Being Defeated; Google+ Satisfaction Tops ACSI by Lima Golf; Great American Journey, Day 25, by Rich in the Key of G; Hoax du Jour: Judge Kithil Lists Obamacare Ills; Little Greek Salad; Mindfulness; MOVIE: The Bridge at Remagen; No Program Associated; Pick Pocket One-Second Theft; PTSD Offers Equal Opportunity; Re-number Hard Drives; Scam: PSD Magazine Update; Shame of a Sham: Penn State; Why Follow Me?

19 Jul 2012 (Thursday) — 241 Love Letters; Football Culture & $ucce$$ by Dave Lee; Great American Journey, Day 27, by Rich in the Key of G; Rumble Over Dion; Twitter Reports on Data Requests; Windows 8 Coming 28 Oct

20 Jul 2012 (Friday) — Can you say, “SCAM”?; Colorado’s Batman Murders; Knowledge is Fragmented; Management of the Many; Nicole Pinson

21 Jul 2012 (Saturday) — Chicken Wire Art by Lima Golf; Colorado Cinema Slaughter; Concealed Weapons Holders; Laundry on the Floor; Married Men Would ___ For Sex; Share Your Light; Study Defined; We’re No. 9! We’re No. 9!

22 Jul 2012 (Sunday) — Afghanistan War; Bungee Jumping; Education of Degrees Wasted; Feet Guided to Peace; Gabrielle Douglas; Going Gets Easy; Google vs. Tribune Search; Great American Journey, Rich G; Hitler Announces Victory; Maine Gardens in Tampa; Make a Difference; Shiloh Angel’s Glow; Somebody Else’s War

23 Jul 2012 (Monday) — Dawn & Demise of Print; Dissent is Patriotic; Great American Journey, Day 30; Growing Up in the South; Movie: Psycho ★★★★★; NCAA Penalizes Penn State; Twitter Utterances; You are Perfect to Me; WallyWorld Cell Phone Privacy

24 Jul 2012 (Tuesday) — Brain Defect Saved Victim by Lima Golf; Destroy Old Email; Great American Journey, Day 31; Growing Up in the South by Dave Lee; Heroes at Aurora; Let’s Be Weird! by Emilie Eggleston; Let’s Pretend; Lima Golf’s Wide-eyed World; Run-in at Walmart; Sea Shore Surfing by NanSea; Shooting Pool Perfectly; Syria’s WMD; Tarpon Springs Shopping by NanSea
25 Jul 2012 (Wednesday) — Backing Up Memories; Bubba 2's Girlfriend; Fiji & Tonga Underwater Wonders; Free Wi-fi in London's West End; Grand Canyon Wedding; Great American Journey — Day 32; Huma Abedin and the Freedom of Speech; Origin of the Myth; Outercourse Banned in Tennessee; Right Question; Social Media Marinate; Stress Management Workshop; Takes Money to Lose Money; Vagrants vs. Protestors; Welcome to FloriDUH
26 Jul 2012 (Thursday) — Flori-DUH Code; Great American Journey, Day 33; Living Nightmares; Lost Dog Named Steve; Wherever You Go
27 Jul 2012 (Friday) — Colorado Coward Cheered; Colorado Coward Clone Arrested; Dave Lee, Shades Mountain; Finding the Admiral; Great American Journey, Day 34; Lima Golf; Linda Sunshine Smiles; Old Folks Phone; Olympics Opening Ceremony; Research is Formal Curiosity; Send in the Clowns; We Are the Chosen; Windows 8 Will Not Kill Win7; Your Only Limitation
28 Jul 2012 (Saturday) — Alvin Tate; California vs Alabama Spending; Crashes in a Kitchen; Excitement is Living; Flashmob in Sabadell; Great American Journey Day 35; Olympics Opening Ceremony; Shopping & Stopping
29 Jul 2012 (Sunday) — Afghanistan War Support; Baseball No Go in 2012; Civilization Costs; Common Sense is Genius; Death: The Other Side; Google Earth National Parks; Great American Journey Day 36; Homeless Poverty; India Hunts Woman in Red; Non-Leaking Ice Pack; Olympic Volleyball; Run, Hide, Fight; Scan PC Often; Seeking Approval; Sing Me Back Home; Star Trek’s Saver
30 Jul 2012 (Monday) — Grandparents Burdened; Great American Journey, Day 37; No Warning Shot; Social Media & the Olympics; The Zen of Sarcasm
31 Jul 2012 (Tuesday) — 500 Centuries of Culture Reversed; All of the World is Birthday Cake; Communion on the Moon; Twitter Nations

AUGUST 2012
2 Aug 2012 (Thursday) — Dumbphones Benefits; Olympic Numbers Staggering; Rest Respected; Social Media Basics; Staying Alive; US Rejects UN Control of Web

3 Aug 2012 (Friday) — Great American Journey Day 41; Long Road Home; Name Tag Ichthus

4 Aug 2012 (Saturday) — Aging Default Font; Information from Children; Information is not Knowledge; Petless; Social Media Basics; Texting While Driving; Third California City Bankrupt; World Kids See;

5 Aug 2012 (Sunday) — Born to Chat; Celebrities Alive — Post 80; Collaborate & Improvise; Darry D at Two; Durant at Six; Gay is a Human Reality; Manager of the Universe; Pachelbel’s Canon in D Major; PegEgg Pointers; Social media stats; TV Viewing Not Easy to ID; Tweeting on Twitter

6 Aug 2012 (Monday) — First Social Media Games; Jargon on the Cube Farm; Mars Mission Success

7 Aug 2012 (Tuesday) — Expensive Mortgage Closings; Google Chrome is King; Guantanamera; Speech Not Free in Olympics

8 Aug 2012 (Wednesday) — Bird Feeder Government; Church Can be Fun; Cost of Freedom; iPad Fly; Mars Curiosity; Photographing Ultra Deep Field; Recipe Holder; Sunday Morning Coming Down; Voter ID Not Permitted; Welcome to My Home; US Census Map 2010

9 Aug 2012 (Thursday) — Cyber Security is National Security; iPad Photography; Wars & Rumors of Wars

10 Aug 2012 (Friday) — Economy’s Ills Traced; Funding Deficit Spending; How the Mind Works; The Quest; TMI; Twitter Churn Changes Daily

11 Aug 2012 (Saturday) — Doubt & Wrong; Mars Curiosity is Mine; Republicans & Mormon Irony; Techno-WOW; We Are as We Are Treated; Upgrade Problems

12 Aug 2012 (Sunday) — A Bullet Train That’s Not; America the Beautiful; Argument Against Democracy; Bubba Math & Trains; Cable vs Online Video; Most Viewed Photos; Real Debt on Student Loans; Red Light Camera Math; Red Light Running Increases; Watching a Village Raise a Child; Welcome to FloriDUH

13 August 2012 (Monday) — 101st Airborne Division; God Save the Queen; Zynga Desperate

14 August 2012 (Tuesday) — 96% live within 20 miles of Walmart; News of Your World; Twitter Ad-Free for $50; Writing is Dying
15 Aug 2012 (Wednesday) — Friends vs Acquaintances; Hoax du Jour: Obama’s Ring; I Want This Dog; Impossibilities of Your World; Lipstick on the Mirror; Olympic Stupidity; Political Costs in Dollars; Russian Sub in the Gulf of Mexico; Self-Driving Cars Log 300K Miles; Ten Things I Know about You; Voters Disinterested

16 Aug 2012 (Thursday) — British Airways Googling You?; Dreamsville; Favorite Movies of All Time; Friend Gets in the Way; Internet a Decade Later; Killed Cartoons; Most Interesting Towns; War On Linking

17 Aug 2012 (Friday) — Condemned Weapons Dorms; Future Certainties; Mars Panorama; Military Suicides Set Record; Olympic Commentators; Saudi Arabia Objects to ‘islam’; Send in the Clowns; Smartphone Addiction; Workgroups

18 Aug 2012 (Saturday) — Buenos Dias, Elmer; Ethical Politics; First PC on Sale; Ice Pack Sponge; Indecision 2012; Noah's Greatest Ordeal; Pint of Example; Political Fantasy; PTSD, Depression & Trauma; Rainy Day in Tampa Bay; Singing in the Rain; Village to the Rescue

19 Aug 2012 (Sunday) — Dishonorable Disclosures — Not; Drive-in Theaters Thriving; Facebook Under Investigation; Hoax du Jour: Zouccotti Park; Humorist is...; Life as a Banquet; Make Horizon Your Goal; Photos vs. Mirrors; Texas Weather; Transfer Large Files; Want Today's Password?; We Never Grow Up

20 Aug 2012 (Monday) — Cell Phone Hell; Disney Gum Sensors; European Civil War; Hillside Garden Heaven; Humor in a Nut's Shell; Legitimate Rape; Miracles Amongst Us; Moving Nearer to You; Nasal Spray for Suicides; Necessity is a Stepmother; Olympic Memories; Pet Lovers Understand; Signs for Seniors; Star Trek Translations; Viddy is 15 Seconds to Fame; We Don't Dial 9-1-1

21 Aug 2012 (Tuesday) — A Beautiful Country; Break Dancing Canary; Green-on-Blue Murders; RNC Welcome to Tampa; Peace is a Virtue; Siberian Mummy’s Tattoos; Youth is Easily Deceived

22 Aug 2012 (Wednesday) — 1948 Streamliner; A Beautiful Country; Coming Monday: RNC & Isaac; Eurogeddon Pending?; Feelin' Lucky, Punk?; Gen Y Lowly Paid Jobs; Home Economics; Grand Cabaret Magic; Money vs Chocolate; Rep. Akin on Abortion; TLJ Original; Tweet vs Twit

23 Aug 2012 (Thursday) — August Moon; Chuck Says; Egg Trick; I Called Him Pop; Puttin’ Up the Flag;
24 Aug 2012 (Friday) — Donkeys with Routers; Education of the Mind; Independent Living Community; RNC, Isaac, & We
25 Aug 2012 (Saturday) — Charge USB Gear Faster; Drone Flies, But...; Happy Chemical Imbalance; Holding onto Anger; Just Bugs; PTSD Update; Who Invited Isaac?; You Create Your Future
26 Aug 2012 (Sunday) — 1-800-342-3557 Emergency; Calm Before Isaac; God is in Control; Isaac’s Coming; Looking Left, Glancing Right; No Pregnancy from Rape/Incest; Political Campaigns Cost Billions; Speaking to Your Wife; Translate with Google; Women Can Vote
27 Aug 2012 (Monday) — All Alone Am I; And the War Goes On; Golden Triangle Weather; Just Say You're OK; Old Florida Storm Stories
28 Aug 2012 (Tuesday) — 1940: When Hurricanes Rule the Skies; 1940's–1950's Romance Comics; A Hater is One Who; About the Resurrection; Doris Jean’s Journal; Female Anatomy Explained; German Privacy Thwarts Fb; Men & Advice Columns; Microsoft Surface for $199?; More Whine in New Orleans; Rape is a Baby Out of Wedlock; US Admits Cyber-attacks
29 Aug 2012 (Wednesday) — 114,239 MP3 & Gathering; 500 Miles; A Beautiful Country; Engineers Share a Coke; European Civil War; Hoax du Jour; Good Luck, Mr. Gorky; Love is Selfless; Rather Text than Talk; Read More; Text Less; Speed is of the Essence, but; Starving Amidst Plenty; The Best of Times; Three Times; U.S. is NOT the Best; U.S. on Edge of Collapse?
30 Aug 2012 (Thursday) — Cindy Cellphone; Dog’s House Rules; Garth Gasper is Hysterical; Grandma’s Hands; Into the Heart of Darkness; Isaac Shutdown 93% of Oil; Kaleidoscope; May God Give You; Men: Five Rules for a Happy Life; Recycle Center Day; Redneck Church; Shout Down on Accents; Sunset on Shades Mountain; Thousands Rescued from Isaac; USMC & Operation Martello; You Twit Face
31 Aug 2012 (Friday) — Best Wedding Proposal; Long Story; My Mind Wanders; Old Age is a Bank Account; OmniTouch is a WOW!; Prayer Blame Game; Tacos on Muffin Pan; World in Context or Contest
SEPTEMBER 2012


GO TO TOP OF PAGE

1 Sep 2012 (Saturday) — Abortion in America; And Then June Died; Cross Country Adventure; Defaulting to Get Ahead?; DPNC & Jumu‘ah; Hoax du Jour; Initial Public Offerings (IPO); Listening Aid; Mind like Attic; Norton, the Motorcycle; Peace Officers; St. Petersburg in RNC Red Ink; Would You Be My Neighbor

2 Sep 2012 (Sunday) — Annie Get Your Gun ★★★★★; Democrats Invade NC; Hoax du Jour; How to Get to Mars; NASA & Worldwide Blackout; Republicans as Protestors; Snakes on a Ship; Socializing Losses; Solutions Unknown; U.S. Drowning in Debt; U.S. Welfare as a Right; Wars to End All Wars

3 Sep 2012 (Monday) — 100 Villains & Heroes; Drought-tolerant Seeds; Hoax du Jour; Israel to Strike Iran?; Killing Flies; Life is Your Adventure; Medicare & Guns; Retirement in Florida; Unions: No Support DNC;

4 Sep 2012 (Tuesday) — Campers & Mosquitoes; Facts & Lies; Financial Bad News; Grenade Fishing; Hoax du Jour; How to NOT plan a Data Center; Lithium batteries power grows; ObamaCare’s Ethics Panels; PTSD’s Growing Cost; Sarcasm Loading

5 Sep 2012 (Wednesday) — Alabama prison scans visitor’s fingerprints; Baby Bodybuilder; Full Care Facility; Gamble is as Safe; Hoax du Jour; Knowledge to a Closed Mind; Life’s Gallop; Sex-reassignment on our tab; You might be Muslim if...

6 Sep 2012 (Thursday) — Friesian Horses; I’m the Custodian; Just a Note; The Euro is Falling; Urine Engineer; The World & God; When Customer Service Sucks; Worked 20 Years to Get Fired

7 Sep 2012 (Friday) — 16-Year-Old: Assassinate Obama; A Moment in History; Bot Herder Gets 30 Months; Britain’s Got Talent: Charlotte & Jonathan; Clinton’s Speech Changes; Confirm Facebook Account; Excitement Missing; Food Stamps National Disgrace; French Coffee Rationing; Greatest Commercial?; I’m the Winner; Pastebin Open Info; PHISHING ALERT;
Politics & Friendships; Publisher’s Clearing House; SCAM ALERT; Venice & Cruise Ships; World of Tomorrow Today

8 Sep 2012 (Saturday) — 1940 Census Searchable; Credit When Due; Freewwweb’s Rise & Decline; Grazing at Costco; Reefs in Trouble; Velcro Control of Controls; What to do about Syria; Women’s Bodybuilding as Art

9 Sep 2012 (Sunday) — A Beautiful Country; Abilities Illustrated; Elk Town; God & the Grand Canyon; I Let the Dogs Out; Meditate on Good Thoughts; Python vs Alligator; Sense, Not Reason; Space Colony Needs 160 People; Train of Thought; ULM shocks Arkansas; What Am I to Do Now?

10 Sep 2012 (Monday) — Best of Britain’s Got Talent; Bullish on Bravado; Chicago Strike Repercussions; Distance to Walmart; Evidence We’ll Leave; No Christian Circumcision; Origins of Universe; Politics is Big Money; Problem is NOT an Inconvenience; Recycled Yard Art Contest; Target Florida When Searching; Technology Terminates...; Wi-Fi Nature Walk

11 Sep 2012 (Tuesday) — Aim of Art; Attackers Pounce on Zero-Day Java Exploit; Don’t Blink; Durant to the Rescue; Java Exploited; Jobs are Available; Kindle Fire HD Tablet Ads; No More Taps in New York; Solid State Drive Added; Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP); Ulcers from Mountain Climbing; Vehicles Made in U.S.A.

12 Sep 2012 (Wednesday) — 17-Year-Old Creates Biofuel; High Tweets Threaten President; iPhone 5 Debuts; Living in Cocoons; Muhammad Movie Trailer; Oldest Peace Treaty; Pancho & Lefty; Protect Your Digital Rights; We Will Put a Man on the Moon...

13 Sep 2012 (Thursday) — FLASHBACK — 1961: First Love

14 Sep 2012 (Friday) — A Dog Named Dog; Barefoot Walking & Running; Bug Club for Kids; Don't Worry; Failure is the Path; Hard Work is the Yeast; Hare in Bare Parking Lot; I Are Smart; I’m an Owl; IncrediBox; Is USA Conservative Country; Life on Shades Mountain; Number 1 on Your Birthday; PTSD Reappearance Explained; Respect or Mine Detector

15 Sep 2012 (Saturday) — Dust Veil of 536 AD; FAA studies devices use; Facebook Bigamist; Guilt a top cause of PTSD; Heaven versus Hell; Israel Ready to Strike?; Moscow Protests; Name the State Plates Quiz; Titanic Values; Wake Up

16 Sep 2012 (Sunday) — Alcohol Consumption; Anti-Wasteful Spending; Apple Pies Baked in Apples; Beyond the Sunset; Florida’s Unemployment Rate; God’s Retirement Plan; Microsoft Phone Call SCAM; NFL Judge Outed by Facebook; PTSD: Moral Injury in War; SCAM ALERT; Shaving Underarms
& Legs; State Nicknames; Taliban Shows Sophistication; Waterbed Fun; We Didn’t Have “Green Thing”; Youth Expect Inheritance

17 Sep 2012 (Monday) — Big Brother Watching; British Composure; Cats & Bubonic Plague; Come Early Morning; Curiosity Rover’s Descent; Does the Past Exist Yet?; Health Care to be Cut for Troops; Helium-filled WD drives; Israeli Troop Movements; Law of Unintended Consequences; Mobile Manners; My Mid-East Peace Plan; Replacing Monkeys; Scammers Swarm Phones; Technology Revolution Coming; Touchable Holograms

18 Sep 2012 (Tuesday) — 5 Exabytes of Info Every 2 Days; Armchair Travelers Delight; Google Buys Snapseed; Health Care Law Hoaxes; Ned Nerd’s Nook; Sloop John B

19 Sep 2012 (Wednesday) — ALERT: IE Has Bugs; ALERT: IE More Info; BPA is Obesity Key; Courage to Begin; Dave Lee’s WARNING; Eye Exam; Father-Daughter Dances Banned; FCC & Fraud Phone Calls; Hoax du Jour; Link Sources Spotted; Memory Song; Muslim Riots May Hit Europe; Political Spin HOAX; Syrian War May Spread; Tampa’s Streetcar Failure; Welcome to FloriDUH

20 Sep 2012 (Thursday) — FLASHBACK — 1965: I’m in Love with a Virgin

21 Sep 2012 (Friday) — Big Boys’ Toys; Birth Surprises U.K. Soldier; Charlotte & Jonathan; Facebook disables facial recognition; Jewish Humor; National Anthem Rocks; Superweeds; YouTube Censors Video

22 Sep 2012 (Saturday) — Because You’re Family; Free Romance Novels; Happiness is a Choice; I’m Not Perfect, but Jesus Thinks...; Incredible Iguazu Falls; Libyans Rise Against Terrorists; Monitor Question; My Ain True Love; Running Out of Fish

23 Sep 2012 (Sunday) — 3-Foot Long Dragonfly; Apple Pies Baked in Apples; Bucs Lose Again; Dancing the Boogie; China Ageing; First Sci-Fi Story 1800 Years Old; Free Online College Courses; Iranian Nuclear Program; Islamic Girls Fight Back; Monitor: Analog vs Digital; Nazi Propaganda Power; Neanderthals Loved Bird Feathers; Northern Lights from Space; Space Shuttle Flight Decks; Valencia: city without medicine

24 Sep 2012 (Monday) — Airline to Fly; Brothers Polo; Flirting & Death; Hoax du Jour; Tyson’s Muslim Holiday Hoax; Questions I Have; Ziploc Pennies Defeat Flies

25 Sep 2012 (Tuesday) — All Together: FLUSH!!!; Bees into Zombies; Ben Stein’s Quote HOAX; Facebook Tracks What You Buy; Hoax du Jour; RNC
Party Costs a Secret — Kinda; PTSD Clinic Full; PTSD Lessons Learned; Tampa Sunset; They Also Drive; Veterans Jobs Corp Act; Walk Don’t Run

26 Sep 2012 (Wednesday) — Bananas Benefits HOAX; Biking & the Moon; Butterfly is a Flying Flower; Candidate Brands; Catch Me When I Fall; Google+ for Groups; Hoax du Jour: Bananas; Hoax du Jour: Self-CPR Can Kill You; iPhone Lineup & Russia; PTSD Appreciated; Self-CPR Can Kill You; Suicides Replace Car Deaths; Who to Believe Facebook or you?

27 Sep 2012 (Thursday) — Bagel Foreheads; Bicycle in a Tree; Cloud Formations

28 Sep 2012 (Friday) — An Oasis of Beauty; Five Cent Drinks; Flowers in the Men’s Room; Phototypesetting; Wang word processor; Why Can’t You Hear Me?!?; World War II on Twitter

29 Sep 2012 (Saturday) — Crave the Rose; Flowers in the Men’s Room; Over the Rainbow; Political Person’s Pitfalls; Price of Hate; Purpose of the Wall; Slideshow Presentations; Then You Begin to Live

30 Sep 2012 (Sunday) — A Meal by Any Other Label; Bankrupt 2 Years After Career; Greatest Fault; Military Robots; QUIZ: Why No Mirrors in Casinos; Relationship Stuff; Renters Outnumber Owners; Right-click on Desktop; Sparta: If; US Afghanistan War Dead 2,000+; Welcome to Tehrangeles; What Lies Above; Zucchini Dump & Run

**OCTOBER 2012**

1 Oct 2012 (Monday) — Argument Ends; Eurozone Unemployment at High; Hoax du Jour; Ikea: No Women in Saudi Catalogue; Iran’s Gmail Ban Irks Folks; Smartphone Photo Tips; Tehrangeles Friendships; Trestle Train Fire HOAX; Windows Frozen

2 Oct 2012 (Tuesday) — Agree or Delete; Distressed for Success; Grass; Jupiter’s Rings Revealed; Orators are Most Vehement; Sandhill Cranes; The Clinic; Windows 8

3 Oct 2012 (Wednesday) — DayZipping; Hoax du Jour; House Party; Medicare & Guns HOAX; Presidential Debate; Presidential Debate Bakeoff; Tablet Vs. Ultrabook; Ultrabook is Not a Tablet; WeTransfer; You Are Tough
4 Oct 2012 (Thursday) — Ben Weider & Napoleon; DHS Secretary Has No Email; Disaster Survival List; Enemies; Facial Photo Editing; Indian Winter; Muslims Torch Buddhist Temples; New Campaign Low: She’s a Slut; Presidential Debate; Presidential Debate Reactions; Stormy Weather; Turkey’s Military Ops in Syria; Virginity for Sale

5 Oct 2012 (Friday) — Debate Preparation; Entrepreneur Value; Facebook ‘Likes’ Automatically; Facebook Users Worldwide; Fungal Meningitis Spreads; Let It Rot; Medicare HOAX; Obama vs Romney Stands; Presidential Debate Moderator; Original Instant Messenger; Presidential Debate Posture; Presidential Debate Reactions; Queen Elizabeth II Morphed; Semper Fidelis; Senate Bean Soup; Smile; Stroke! Heart Attack!; Temper Fence; Unemployment 7.8%

6 Oct 2012 (Saturday) — A New Toilet; Adoption Awareness Picnic; Chinese Take Out; Facebook Likes Automatically; Imagination; Meningitis Outbreak; No Tax, No Blessing; Phishing Go Daddy; Sick of Political Season; Tunisian Duel; UK Spies in US During WWII; Vote

7 Oct 2012 (Sunday) — Consumer Borrowing Increases; Cycling Superhighway; Enigma, the Movie; Google Maps Uses Your Info; Iran’s Currency in Free-Fall; Lies from Hell; Teacher’s Non-Meeting

8 Oct 2012 (Monday) — Afghan Civil War Likely; Bill O’Reilly vs Jon Stewart; C.A.R.E Animal Shelter; California Gas; Debate: O’Reilly vs Stewart; Facebook Allure; Faking Calligraphy; History in 37 Crash Courses; Indecision is Key to Flexibility; Life Has no Remote; Saving lives from space; To Become Great; We & Me Time; What Facebook is & Does; Woman's Place is in Kitchen

9 Oct 2012 (Tuesday) — Average; Ask a Question; No Religious Denomination; QUIZ; Still; Windows 8 Undone by Marketing

10 Oct 2012 (Wednesday) — Church Bats; Church Denomination; Facial Recognition; Gangnam Style; Goodbye Explained; Google: The Beginning; Health law spurs part-time growth; Musical Options; Not in My Family; Saudi Women Can Drive; Supreme Court & Affirmative Action; The Mighty Oak Has Moved; Warmest Year Likely 2012; Windows 8 Update

11 Oct 2012 (Thursday) — Authentic Self; Dave Lee’s Prescription; Gossip Filter Test; Hezbollah flew drone; Performance Evaluations; Romans discovered concrete.; Smile; Syria: MDW?; UK reviewing social media laws;
12 Oct 2012 (Friday) — Cite Your Source; Classic Security; Conservation Cheap Alternative; Eat a candy bar, win a Nobel; Facebook Impact Grows; Giant African Land Snails; Hulk Hogan on Front Page; Kaleidoscope; L.A. plays Tehran; Purpose & Direction; Red Tide; Sharing Photos; Social Psychology; US & cyber-forces 1st strike; Vice Presidential Debate
13 Oct 2012 (Saturday) — Laura’s Leisure; Life is a Garden; Maryhelen’s Haven; Perception is Reality; Photo Perfect Day; Shari’s Shangri La
14 Oct 2012 (Sunday) — Brother Braggart; Cellphone Savoring; FreeCell Wins
15 Oct 2012 (Monday) — Am I Blue; Becoming Fully Human; Bestest Banana Bread; Boundary Effect & Memory; Cat on a Desk; Computers and Humans; Cuban Missile Crisis; Flyingboard; FreeCell Wins; Houdini Might be Missing; Iran’s Economy Collapsing; Is This Kid Mine; Is your chair killing you?; Life is an Echo; Live Your Life as Maxims; Lone Ranger Tale; Memory & Boundary Effect; Millions of India’s Women Killed; Mix It Up at Lunch Day; Researching Plants; Space Shuttle Landing
16 Oct 2012 (Tuesday) — Astronomy Photos of the Year; Data Consumption Records; Electric Car Common in 1905; It’s Turkey Day; Mali Girl Given 60 Lashes; Microsoft Surface Ad; Moon May Hold Water; Nazi Interrogator, The Master; Poison Ivy Natural’s Cure; Windows 8 @ User Level
17 Oct 2012 (Wednesday) — America & Human Rights; Burn Qu’ran; Crisis: Day-to-Day Living; DaisyDawg Growls; First King-Size Bed; Goal Changed; Hurricane Destroyed Threat; Idea Creation; Jesus: First King-Size Bed; Limit Only; Listening to the Rain; Maxine’s Health Message; No Soliciting; Reach for the Sky; Sahara, the Movie; Saving NASA Science; Share & Create; When You Turn 21; Zombies Ahead Warning
18 Oct 2012 (Thursday) — 911 vs 357; Ask Your Doctor; Close Your Eyes; Don’t Know Geography; Egotists Meet; Email Terrors; Every Problem has a Gift; Greek’s Anti-austerity Strike; HOAX: Obama Is Gay; Newsweek Going Digital; The Blind Side ★★★★★; WordPerfect Upgrade
19 Oct 2012 (Friday) — Anti-Semitic Tweets Removed; Because You Love Me; Butterfly Mystery Solved; Civilian Public Service; Default Assumptions; Dogs as Voters; Fiscal Austerity vs. Stimulus; Jacuzzi Story; Ryno’s Coming; Salt’s Story; Twitter’s Tweets; Undecided Voters
20 Oct 2012 (Saturday) — A Man’s Worth; Bars can’t turn on volume; Death of a Name Tag; Florida’s State of Ethics; Genealogy & Creative Writing; London Protests; Opinion is the Medium; Peace is Liberty; Poverty Non-
sense; Pyramid's Harbors; QUIZ: A 1-row State; Revolt in Saudi Arabia?; Teach our Daughters; Those Were the Days

21 Oct 2012 (Sunday) — America’s Poor; An Evening Prayer; Bank of Dad Closed; Boys Start Puberty Earlier; Flight Attendants & Galaxy Notes; Forgiveness is Unlocking; Free Speech Does Not Live; Losing & Finding Friends; Magazines Changed Forever; Not Deceiving Self; Other's Expectations; Shoeing the Shoeless; Streetcar Called Loser; Win 8 Baffles Customers

22 Oct 2012 (Monday) — Antiques I've Owned; Open Freely isn’t Free; Win8 Competes with Win XP; Windows 8 Simplified; Wish Upon a Star
23 Oct 2012 (Tuesday) — Act of Kindness; Cellphone Hell; Complete vs. Finished; iPad Mini; Kind Word; Kindness is Power; Kindness Planned; Man of Constant Sorrows; Windows 8 Getting Started
24 Oct 2012 (Wednesday) — Apple’s iPad Mini; Foggy Mountain Breakdown; For Those Tears; Fungal Meningitis Spreads; Naval Strength; Most Murder-Suicides; Novo 7 Flame; Rape is God’s Plan?; Slavery’s Historic Flaw; VA Hospital Restroom; Waiting & Watching; You Are Special
25 Oct 2012 (Thursday) — Alabama Flares; Cell Phone Hell; EU Auto Industry in Trouble; Green Eyes; I Miss Mary; Master Gardener Duty; My Vote Goes to...; Space Fence Defense; You’re a Redneck if...; You're the Guy; Young Adults Leaving State
26 Oct 2012 (Friday) — Angel Flight; China Blocks NY Times; Disposable Income; Palm Beach County Recount; Richest 1% Includes You; Senior Moment; Teens More than Hormones; Texting Reaction Times; Welcome to FloriDUH
27 Oct 2012 (Saturday) — A Personal Phone Call; AT&T, NSA Wiretap Case Ends; Human Eye Has 576 megapixels; Hurricane Sandy Coming; Make Mine Freedom; Music Box; Ode to Simplicity; Ohio State Football; Peyton’s Number Banned; SBS Founded by Infiltrator; Sticky Note to Self; 10 Steps to Success; Yoga is a Religion?
28 Oct 2012 (Sunday) — Black Thursday 1929; Dawn of Anthropocene; Death Threats not Funny; Hurricane Sandy Updates; Hurricane Sandy vs Irene; Hurricane Takes Bounty; Kirtsaeng v. Wiley & Sons; Mercy vs Grace; Once a Soldier; Phone Banking via Web; Presidential Debates A'Twitter; Rituals; Royal Facts about Kings; Snakes to Inherit the Earth?; Very Superstitious
29 Oct 2012 (Monday) — All Well in Newington; Halloween Old; Manly Men; Social Media’s Dark Side; Super Sandy; 25% of Cell Towers Out
30 Oct 2012 (Tuesday) — All Well in Newington; Halloween Old; Manly Men; Social Media’s Dark Side; Super Sandy; 25% of Cell Towers Out
31 Oct 2012 (Wednesday) — Attending College Wages; Congressional Race Spending; Die Hard; Fungal Meningitis Spreads; Get Fired; Holiday Greetings; Knowledge vs Ignorance; Memory is Treasury; Monster Mash; Reformation Celebration; Sandy at the Casino; Success: Encore

NOVEMBER 2012

1 Nov 2012 (Thursday) — ACLU & the Military; Cellphone Do Not Call; Engaging Classroom Idea; Google vs. Publishers; Hoax du Jour; Sandy’s Savagery; Super Sandy Unites Foes; 30% to Select President; Up the Lazy River; We Were Soldiers; WOW Dog Show
2 Nov 2012 (Friday) — DOJ Voting Rights Monitors; Education’s Goal; Election Cost; Fat People Lazy; I Recognize the Face; Moscow’s History; South Jersey Shore; Slow down Therapy; Starving New Yorkers; Superstorm Sandy’s Costs; Vehicle; Vote Early
3 Nov 2012 (Saturday) — Can’t Agree; Count Your Blessings; Election & Super Sandy; Election is Close; Election Problem is Capitalism; Get the Gift of Now; Happiness is a Perfume; In the Mood; Life an Unopened Present; Therapy is a Search; You’re Next
4 Nov 2012 (Sunday) — Bagpipes Invented; Campaigns Brace to Sue; Colleges Promoting Civility; Constitutional Amendments; Flood Warnings for Britain; Kremlin’s Internet Surveillance; Life Meaningless; Lung Cancer Code Named; Meningitis Second Illness; More Atomic Bombs Planned; New Jersey News; New Yorkers Need Shelter; QUIZ; Puerto Rico’s Vote; Rwanda’s Parliament; Sandy & Climate Change; Sandy & Election; Teenager Launches $1M App; Tricky Business; West Virginia Snowbound; What the World Needs;
5 Nov 2012 (Monday) — AgVenture; Aim of Education; Alabama Virus; California Initiatives; Campaign Contributions; Elderly Know They Are Dying; Football Team Rankings; In God We Still Trust; McDonald’s Mansion; Okla-
homans Packing Heat; Photoshop Elements 11; Soul & Madness; Unneeded Donations; Voting After 7 Hours

6 Nov 2012 (Tuesday) — Air Crash Averted; American Flag Pins; Bhutan 100% Organic Nation; Burger King’s Mansion; General Relieved over Bengazi; Hoax du Jour; I Voted; Microsoft Dumps Live Messenger; Summersong; Territories Voting; Vacation Options; Voting in Alabama; Voting Day Oops!; Welcome to FloriDUH

7 Nov 2012 (Wednesday) — Aim of Education; American Flag Pin; Another Nor’easter; Congressional Results; Election Aftermath; Election Results; God Bless America; Google: Display More; Google: Book Search; Knowledge Comes with Age; Night Train to Munich ★★★★☆; Re-Tweet Record

8 Nov 2012 (Thursday) — Airline Internet Calls Spur Clash; Cyberwar; Data Centers Survive; Debt Limit to be $60 Million; Egypt Bans Internet Porn; Engineer Questions; Florida Vote Count Continues; Gallipoli movie ★★★★★; Greek Unemployment; Hoax du Jour; Lawsuit for Early Cruise Wakeup; Marijuana Legalized; Mexico’s 10 Little-Known Facts; Military Ballots Delivered Late; Puerto Rico & Statehood; That’s What Friends are For; Trump Calls for Revolution; Twitter Password Hacked

9 Nov 2012 (Friday) — 9-Year-Old Dominates; Brrrr! 48 Degrees; Election Summarized; FloriDUH Voting Reform?; Healing After the Election; Inauguration Day; Iran Bans Luxury Imports; Iran Behind Cyberwar Attacks; Petraeus, of the CIA, Resigns; Separate but Equal; Social Media on Election Night; Super Sandy’s Cost; Syrian Women Without Impact; Voting Reform

10 Nov 2012 (Saturday) — CHAMP: Lights Out; China & Social Media; End the Hate; Fake Epidemic Saved 8,000; Investing in Women; Living in America; Microsoft’s Apple Envy; Searching for Money; Shamoon Virus; Slavery, Segregation, & 2012; Stuxnet Worm; Two Classics, One Car; World War II Fascinating Facts

11 Nov 2012 (Sunday) — Abraham Lincoln Facts; Battle of Taranto (UK vs Italy); Campaign Money Map; Greece’s Austerity Budget; Hope; Mansions of the Lord; North Koreans Dusting; Shard of London; US Pays More for Wireless; Veterans Day; What’s Wrong with this Ballot?

12 Nov 2012 (Monday) — $199 Chromebook; $2,000 per Phone Call; 59,000 NYer’s Without Power; Battle of Guadalcanal; Court & Voting Rights Act; Cuyahoga County HOAX; Euro Media in Google Fight; Husband Tracks Errant Wife; I Miss the Old Days; Stuxnet Spotted Stateside; Superstorm San-
dy in Photos; Texas Secession Petition; Trouble with Hungry; Trouble with Our Age; Welcome to FloriDUH; You Can't Plow a Field

13 Nov 2012 (Tuesday) — 5 Things About Airplanes; GEN Petraeus Scandal; God & the Finger; Government Surveillance Rising; No Means Yes; Richter Plays Bach; Romancing the Wind; Signs & Stickers; Turkeynator Coming?; Veterans Day: a Toast

14 Nov 2012 (Wednesday) — Adopt a US Soldier; An Email Privacy Primer; Anonymity; Blackout Experience; Churchill Let Coventry Burn; Climate Change Compendium; Eagle & the Hawk; Headset Computer; Hoax du Jour; How the Faithful Voted; Illusion of Choice; Israeli Air Strike; McAfee Fleeing Authorities; Qualified for President?; QUIZ; Search Engine Poisoning; Six Media Giants

15 Nov 2012 (Thursday) — Airline Safety; Americans Discover Afghan War; Gaza a Battle Base; Old School Security; Scotch & 2 Drops of Water; States Wanting to Secede

16 Nov 2012 (Friday) — Dress Up for Walmart; Gaza Ignited; Health Care Expensive; Mentally Challenged Wages; New Jersey Morning; Will Email Betray You?

17 Nov 2012 (Saturday) — Bad Habit; Fail First; Prometheus; File Size & Resolution; New Jersey Update; Rules of Forecasting; Share a Coke; The Amazing Spider-Man

18 Nov 2012 (Sunday) — 1965–66 Flashback; Black Friday Shoppers; Change Your Words; Election Count Continues; I Saw the Light; Man in the Glass; New England Power Outage; Rumor Control; Voting Days Craze; Welcome to FloriDUH

19 Nov 2012 (Monday) — 63,000 Square Foot House; Another Hot COP Day; California Dreamin’; Connected Cars; Economic Recovery Disappointing; Honor Flight Presentation; How Free Speech Died on Campus; Invisibility Cloak; It’s a Wonderful Life ☠️☠️☠️☠️☠️; Jewish Population Worldwide; Nylons Lead to Shaved Legs; Quality with a Capital K; Sacked at Sam’s; Thanksgiving Dinner Cost; Tough Teacher; Too Many Drugs; US Budget & Oregon Trail ; Vultures Return; What is Hamas?

20 Nov 2012 (Tuesday) — Atheists 18, Christians 2; Crazy Blue Eyes; Florida Voting System; Gaza War 2012; Is It True?; Nylons in World War II; Old Geezer Report; Photo Moment Memories; Same Old Sure Cure; Twinkie-henge; Why Cellphones Went Dead
21 Nov 2012 (Wednesday) — 9th Symphony; Abe Lincoln: Vampire Hunter; Coasts Rebuild & U.S. Pays; Dance Feet & Hands; Dance in Rain; Dave Lee & Hoaxes; Freedom of Speech; Freedom of Speech & PC; Get Money Out of Politics; Iran & Hamas–Israeli War; Miss Me; Pets Teach Pointers; Prayer in Schools; When I’m Dead; World’s Water; WWII Monument

22 Nov 2012 — Black is Black?; Dog People; Donald Trump’s Ego; Happy Thanksgiving; Pope Debunks Xmas Traditions; Thanksgiving Children; Thanksgiving Giving; Thanksgiving Observed; Thanksgiving Prayer

23 Nov 2012 — Condoms Aren’t Safe; Cyber Monday Myth?; Danger Ahead; Darkness of Ignorance; Instagram Record Set; No Birmingham News; Power Outage; SEALS Take Over Sub; Taipei Elementary School; Thanksgiving Rules 2012; Work for a Cause;

24 Nov 2012 — Dead Trapper Walking; Don’t Walk — Dance; Excuse for War; Free Books Online; Geometry Mechanics; God is National Security; Hugh Dowding retired from RAF; Olive Savings; Pray for America; Washington State was Columbia; wearable Computers

25 Nov 2012 — Afghan War; Beyond the Sunset; Dead Pigeon’s Code; Egypt’s New Pharaoh; Fast Lane or Dust; Gangnam Style Most-viewed; Global Warming’s New Math; God Speaks; Hamas & Cease Fire; iPad Salesman; Letting Go if It Kills Us; Math Rap; Search Engines Crash; Silence is a True Friend; Student Refuses RFID

26 Nov 2012 — Email Privacy Reality; Sam Gordon, Girl Football Player; Visit Doctor with Skype

27 Nov 2012 — Combat Exclusion Policy Suit; Dragon NaturallySpeaking; Email Privacy Reality; Endangered Animals & Cloning; Mental Health Waif; Private Conversation; Text Average; Twitter Direct Message Malware; US Education Ranked 17th

28 Nov 2012 — Beatles Audition for Decca; Cellphone Candidness; Graph & Iran’s Nuclear Weapons; Iraqi Orphans; Israel & Palestine; Little Boy Blue; Mother’s Milk; Motorcycle Crashes Cost $16B; Powerball jackpot is $550M

29 Nov 2012 — Best of Times; Brave ★★★★★; California Handgun Safe; Fire With Fire ★★★★★; Guantánamo Could Close; Mark & Mary’s Xmas; No Milk; Phone Me Scam; Old Soldier

30 Nov 2012 — Best & Worst Run States; Cat Burglar on the Loose; Christmas Owes WWII; G-Mail Origins; Kiss Toilet Paper Goodbye; Looking Upward; MS Surface Pro a Dud; New York’s Finest Shoes; Restroom Toilet;
Shooting Christmas; UN & Israeli-Gaza Fix; What’s in the Garden; Why Fight for Free Internet; Why Middle East is a Mess

DECEMBER 2012


GO TO TOP OF PAGE

1 Dec 2012 — A No Leather Christmas; Alabama Football; Cabaret; Christ Back into Christmas; Definitive Definitions; Hostess Rescued by U.S.; Let’s Go Fishing; Miniature Airport; Plant Flowers; Secession Theology Runs Deep; Whose News?; Written Language

2 Dec 2012 — Alabama 32, Georgia 28; Bryers is NOT Ice Cream; Charlie Brown Medley; 4th Amendment & Privacy; God is Not Mistaken; Just Men; MS Seeks Foreign Workers; MS Surface Battery Sucks; My Living Will; Syria Offline But On; 10 Cable-TV Companies Secrets; Warrior Gentleman

3 Dec 2012 — City That Time Forgot; Coca Cola’s H2NO; Facebook Voting; Flash Mobs; Homeless Man Wants Share; Israel, the Unimagined; Nile Crocodiles in Everglades; Only a Mother Knows; Plastic Bulb Development; Space Shuttle Launch; Texting 20 Years Old; Victory in Afghanistan

4 Dec 2012 — $35 Raspberry Pi computer; Being a Mother; Classmates Rally for Homeless; Drunken Sailor’s Objection; Gassed Caddy at Sam’s; Health Care Costs; Increase Message Size; Internet of Things (IoT); Netflix Grabs Disney’s Rights; Spiritual MRI; Syrian Web & Malware Back; Unicorn Lair Discovered; US Senate Rejects UN Treaty; War of the Worlds ★★★★★

5 Dec 2012 — Commissary Kid; President & Pope on Twitter; The World is Mine

6 Dec 2012 — $19,521 in Joy; Avoiding Holiday Pounds; Dead Air Time Salvaged; Debt Doorbell; Facts About McDonald’s; Fear & Doubt; Fewer Our Needs; First Parachute Jump; Harvard Gets Kinky; Master Gardener Xmas Party; People in Your Life; Political Cartoons; Remember Pearl Harbor; Scott’s Job Creator Resigns; Support Bacteria; Welcome to FloriDUH

7 Dec 2012 — Coca Cola Commercial; Digital Christmas Story; Fort Shafter Christmas 2012; How Great Thou Art; If You Don’t See...; Israeli Flash Mob; Life is Like Twitter; Looking Up; Mercedes-Benz SCL600; Not Christmas —

http://DarryD.com
Holiday; Pearl Harbor Photos; Peggy Sue; Phishing Works Because...; Political Correctness; Return to the Promised Land; SFGTO Box; Thank You for Your Service; 3rd Party Laptop Batteries; 13 Rules of Gun Fighting; Truth about Education; Whatever Women Do

**8 Dec 2012** — Carol 5th Wheeler; Dave in Sam’s Club; Fifty Cents to Come Home; John at Ace Hardware; Serendipitous Moment; Today’s Notes

**9 Dec 2012** — Amicable Divorce; Do Not Conform; Don’t Judge Each Day; FAQ Child Raising; Good Morning; I Recognize the Face; I’m Not Crazy; Muffins at Sam’s Club; Never Compare Your Journey; War Powers & Prisoners

**10 Dec 2012** — A Little Chocolate; Ada Lovelace Google Doodle; Apple Maps Deadly?; Babe Ruth Statue; Christmas Decorations; DeWalt Nail Gun; Hoax du Jour; Learning Without Thought; Library Search Engine; Pretty Paper; 7 & 11 Year Old Robbers

**11 Dec 2012** — ACORN Hoax; Chinese Commo; Congressional Retirement; Hoax du Jour; O Holy Night; Nothing to Say; There is Being; Men in Black 3 ★★★☆☆; Men vs Women; Wear Seat Belts; Wedding Dress Gift

**12 Dec 2012** — A Dark & Stormy Night; Embarrassed; Mama Mia! Flash-mob; No More Lion Burgers; Shortcuts to God; Taming Me; 10 Most Famous Wrong Facts; Train Ride; Where’s the Line; Whisked to Wendy’s; Your Home in a Globe

**13 Dec 2012** — Apple Juice; Chocolate & Marijuana; Christmas Flash Mob; Concealed Weapons Permits; God Not Sleeping; Jingle Bell Rock; Musical Scores Noise Abatement; Old Cowboys & 45s; Old Joke; Perception Angels; Recycle Guy; 350 Billion Passwords Per Second

**14 Dec 2012** — 27 Killed in Connecticut; Amazing Grace; Heart Rescue; Hoax du Jour; Internet Changing English; Living Longer, BUT...; Remember Service Members; Scottish Drinking Song; Thomas Jefferson Misquoted

**15 Dec 2012** — Anti-Virus Programs Tested; Coffee Ready; Foggy Morning Breakdown; Four Hours of Dexter; French Leaving Afghanistan; Ice Water Origins; Internet Future Confused?; Israeli Teachers Not Armed; Michigan Gun Law; Shopping List; Shorts & Sweater Weather

**16 Dec 2012** — Apps Track Kids; Bucs at Saints; Christmas Quotes Online; Damnyankees in Florida; Desperate Journey ★★★★★; Ditto Decorations; Home for Holidays; Newtown Horror; Newtown Views; Run, Rudolph, Run; Turn off the News
17 Dec 2012 — Another Armed Villain; Ashland U Xmas Card; Fatal Error: MAD Eruption; First Flight; Gun Control; Historical False Figures; Never Should On; Power of the Press; Sky Fall ★★★☆☆
18 Dec 2012 — Act on Mental Illness; All for Me; Belly Flowers; California Apart; Gender Gap Women Care About; Hark the Herald Angels; Mayan Calendar Forecast; Senator Inouye’s Last Aloha; Space Shuttle Cockpit; Thumpers; Yellowstone Winter
19 Dec 2012 — A Thousand Here, Thousand There; Another Serendipity; Bob Hope: National Treasure; Heaven’s Lights; Ice Water Origins; Mental Health Clinic Scenes; Sex in Movies; Ten Second Film Fun; Tweeting Death Threats; Why South For the Winter
20 Dec 2012 — Christmas Goats; Christmas Lights; Delusions of Gun Control; Golden Eagle HOAX; International Space Station; Mental Health Clinic, Part 2; Online Light is Off; Texas Teachers to Carry Guns
21 Dec 2012 — Apollo 8 Launched; Blizzard Strikes Midwest; Christmas Experience; Christmas in the Heart; Christmas Revealed; Handicapped Parking; Just Got to Know; Polish Pie Lady’s Party; Sunrise on Tomorrow
22 Dec 2012 — Celtic Christmas; Christmas Sweets; Coming Together; Full of Courage; Jenny Cohen; Library Has Books; Manners Police; Mrs. Brown’s Dog; Nuts!; Santa’s Jigsaw; With Bells On
23 Dec 2012 — $99 Acer Android Tablet Coming; Baby Sitting Award Winners; Christmas in Alaska; Christmas Trivia; Interracial Kiss on Star Trek; Joy to the World; Technology To Mimic 5 Senses; Time Warner Cable Speed
24 Dec 2012 — 10 Quotes Changed My Life; Busch Gardens Postponed; Decorating for Us; Family Traditions; Slow Barge Called Bob Evans
25 Dec 2012 (CHRISTMAS) — A Question of Murder ★★★★★; Cannot Open Journal; Christmas Dining at Cristal’s; Christmas Truce; Facts are Sacred; Let It Snow; Phony Earrings; Stocking Stuffing; Telepresence Robots; Why Not Snow
26 Dec 2012 — All About Cats; Birmingham Weather; Birth of Christ & History; Brookdale Place Decorations; Enter into Quora — Carefully; Global Warming; HOAX: Arm Our Teachers; New Terms for Old Folks; One Voice Changed the World; Senior Safety; Tampa Bay Morning; Why We Track Santa
27 Dec 2012 — 25 Awesome Gadgets; Age & Beliefs; All But Dream; Attitude is Everything; Christmas Decor Remains; Circle of No Life; Civil Rights Anniversary; Cliff Hanger Explained; Desk is Dangerous; Great Thing About Aging; Post Christmas Blahs; Randi’s Facebook Oops!; Year-end List of Travesties
28 Dec 2012 — Biplanes Ruled in 1940; Cherries Crumble; Choices, Not Abilities; Delicious Dining; Denise; Digital Gap & Kids; Dine with Michael & Denise; Joy to the World; Leap Motion; Michael; Michael & Denise; PegEgg; Step Away; Suspicious
29 Dec 2012 — 80:20 Finance; Camel Corps; HOAX: 2012 Massive Voter Fraud; Retirement Tips; Small Town America; Teddy Bear; User Manual Storage; Winter in Minnesota; Wireless Cars & Devices; Wrong Person Inventions
30 Dec 2012 — Battle of Midway; Can HP Survive?; Cat & the Cranes; Day Clock; Devil’s Beatitudes; Digital Cultural Treasures; Gun Toting Israeli Teachers; MetLife Blimp; New Species Discovered; Pea-brained Dragmabutt; Poorest County; Puppet Show; Serse Morning; St. Paul’s Stands; Train Ride with Floyd Cramer
31 Dec 2012 — A Christmas Carol ☆☆☆☆☆; Banished Words; Cardboard Testimonials; Change Bulb; Change Country; Cherry Almond Crisp; Federal Pay Raise; Hillary Clinton’s Blood Clot; Mark Twain Memory; Move Mountains; No Place That Far; Red Light Tweeter; Retirement Tips; Sashay to Sam’s; Walmartian Heels; Your TV Watching You;
1 Jan 2013 (New Year’s Day) — 1995 Resolutions; An Old Irish Blessing; AT&T Field is High Tech; Biking on a Cruise; Detours; Eldredge Knot; Family & Friends; Fireworks Jerks; Friends; Go Comics; Happy New Year; Hedy Lamar, Inventor; My Wish for You; Names & Faces; New Year Challenge; New Year Fix; Nicknames; Power Nap; Round Up Your Mates; Toilet Texting; Year of Change

2 Jan 2013 — Always Remember; Bulletproof for Kids; Cliff Averting for 2 Months; Computer Newsworthy; Congress Averts Cliff; Eldredge Knot; God’s Working on You; Government Care; Gravity Glue; Gun Buying Record; Happy New Year; I Do Worry About You; Ignorant Army Manual; Overweight Not a Risk; Power Nap; World Wars; WWII Chocolate Bar

3 Jan 2013 — 3D Printing 33½ RPM Records; Al Jazeera Buys Current TV; An Age of Worry; Battle of Princeton; Concord Ban Water Bottles; Daily Journal Creation; Drag a Chain; Focus Determines View; Ford Model T Commitment; Ford Model T Post Card; Fructose & Overeating; Getting a Tattoo; How News Works; Jesus is Like a Computer; Leaders & Shadows; Puppy Love; Speaker of House Election; Starbucks Reusable; Today’s Attitude & Goals; Underachieving Congress

4 Jan 2013 — Al Jazeera English; Dark Knight Rises ★★★★☆☆; Dragging the Chain; Greatest Advantage; Mama Mia! ★★★★★; May Your Day; Nutritious Meal; On Terrorism; One Ringy Dingy; Our Decadent Democracy; Suicides Outpaced Combat; Torpedoing Pearl Harbor; The Rap; Value of Subtractions

5 Jan 2013 — Beautiful Things; Cancer Cannot; Library of Congress Archives 170B Tweets; Multitasking at Max; Small Town Defined; Websites Sharing Personal Details; Well Shed
6 Jan 2013 — A Simple Riddle; Aids for Hearing; Book Companions; Care Too Little; Church in the Wildwood; Depression is Anger; Dragon Naturally Speaking; Easier to Believe; Education’s New Normal; Evening News; Hatfield-McCoy Battle; Jesus Calling; Polite Curses; QUIZ: 1 Word, 7 Letters; Small Town America; Teacher, I like Myself Now; Tourist Defined

7 Jan 2013 — 36,000 Pound Aircraft; Become Who You Are; Best Friend Title; CFO Boo Boo; Civil War Photos; Disney’s MyMagic+; Fiscal Cliff Pork; God’s Thankful Man; Grocery Shopping; If Only...; Lost Empire ★★★★★; Not a Textbook High School; Redneck Tips; Small Town America; Temporarily in NJ; Utah City Renames Street; Wait Not for Others

8 Jan 2013 — Alabama Title Wave; Best Friends are Siblings; Best Schedule is None; Critter Crossing; Faith a Function of Heart; FCC Media Giveaway; Glass Harp; Grass Won’t Pay No Mind; Happiness & Compassion; Leadership a Bridge; Lenovo 27-Inch Tablet; My Dog is...; Reach Out; Text, Don’t Call; Travel is More; Traveler Am I; Why Worry about Tomorrow

9 Jan 2013 — 10,000 Miles; All I Learned; American Health Worse; Art Washes Away; Bloody Sunday; Climate Change Compendium; Data Doesn’t Lie; Enter-trainer; Flu Epidemic; Internet-use Disorder; Land Bridge Trails; Model A; Pro-Self; Remember Listening to Radio; Sweetened Drinks & Depression; The Tiny Cabin; Welcome Connecticut; Windows Coffee Table

10 Jan 2013 — 1 in 25 US teens & suicide; Ability & Honor; Cellphone & 3 R’s; Flower & Souls; Flu Outbreak Worse; Flu Season Severe; Hope is the Thing; Influenza in Europe on Rise; Journal Writing; Keep Your Guns; Sound of Music; Taft HS Shooting Hero; Taxes & the Bible; Who Angers Controls

11 Jan 2013 — Adams’ Family; All Intelligence Awakens; Ancient Social Network; Arkansas Post Falls; Attacks on Lincoln; Beautiful Adventures; Call a Doctor; Final Argument of Kings; God’s Will; Lucky Enough; Make, Watch, Wonder; Presidential Perspective; Stop or Go?; We Create Our Prisons

12 Jan 2013 — America & Atheism; Bank of Dad; Discrimination Against Women; Facebook’s Extreme Pricing; Firming Fitness; Flu Waning?; Folded Art of Isaac Salazar; Happiness is Wanting; If Not Us; It’s a ... Mad World ★★★★★; Most Precious Gift; No Vote for Women; Walking Shoes

13 Jan 2013 — Aereo, Television’s Future; Background Checks for Guns; Blame Fate; DiffNow; Education or Knowledge; Fighting Demons; Khyber Pass Massacre; Plastic Car; Send Clothes; Snapshot of Flu Epidemic
14 Jan 2013 — Executive Order 9066; Feedback Wanted; Fundamental Orders of CT; Happy Birthday; Loving Mondays; Reunion 65 Years in Making; Sportsman’s Wedding; Success & Happiness; Veteran Invented Infographic

15 Jan 2013 — A Dog’s Purpose; Absolutes; Awards Conductor; Catch a Cookie; Facebook Graph Search; Failing on FarmVille; If Not for Stress; Navigator’s Winds; Patriotism; Philosophy of Life; Race That Changed Everything; Star Trek Spam; Teacher Empowered; Un-Tooted

16 Jan 2013 — DC During Civil War; Gun Control & Nazis; Impeachment for Obama?; It Ain’t Bragging; Operation Desert Storm; Suicides Top Combat Deaths; Ternura; Vietnam Memorial Wall

17 Jan 2013 — Art of Scripophily; Birmingham Sky Falling; Economic Treasures; Facebook & Free Calling; Gun Control Circus; Old Soldier’s Eyes; Peace Now; Snow in Newfoundland; Snowball; Social Dysfunction; Teacher Learns Most; Teaching Stimulates; The FBI Story ★★★★★ ; Troop & Vets Pay Delayed?; Walgreen’s Insanity

18 Jan 2013 — $1 and Groceries; Be a Pirate; Camping Out; Name Tag Tales; Privacy & Graph Search; Problem Solving; Scarborough Fair; Speaking Ill; TSA To Remove Scanners; We Have Hate; Wisconsin Union Law Upheld

19 Jan 2013 — Australian Air Conditioner; Christian, the Lion; Enjoying the Here & Now; Focus Should Not; Guns & Random Violence; I’m the Last; Leadership is Collective; Not a Gun Problem; Political Mating Dance; Red October Attack

20 Jan 2013 — Antikythera Mechanism; Arms for Peace; Break My Stride; Breaking News; Campaigning for JFK; Car for $2000; JFK is President; Maximum Conviction ★☆☆☆☆; MLK Speech Copyrighted; Multitasking & the NFL; Orange County, FL, Drones; Photoshop Elements 11; Safe Text Sender; Tree of Liberty; Vietnam’s Divergent Views

21 Jan 2013 — Austria’s Conscription Army; Draft Evaders Pardoned; Europe’s Recession; Gun Control; Hug Needed; Job is an Investment; Judgments of Skirt Lengths; Make a Decision; Moose ; MY iPhone; Name’s Origin; Phishing?; President Obama’s Inauguration; Strawberry Shortcake Murders; US WAVES Graduate; What’s-His-Name; Where or When; Worry Tree

22 Jan 2013 — 5th School Shooting; Atari Bankrupt; Audio Books; Beyoncé Buzz; Colder in Maine; NASA Beams Mona Lisa; No Red on Valentines Day in Saudi Arabia; Smoking Kills
23 Jan 2013 — Annual Physical; Atomic Bomb on Hiroshima; Browsers Compared; Hinduism & Expansion; Michelle’s Eye Roll; Paint Another Day; Slimming Gym; Taming social media channels; Weather Watch; Women in Combat Roles

24 Jan 2013 — Computer Accessory Prices; Dave Lee; Fable of the Hedgehog; Fukushima’s Mutant Butterflies; Gym Gems; Impossibilities; Inauguration Sets Record; Medical Checkup; Rich in the Key of G; Rise & Be Gone; Sue Greensleeves

25 Jan 2013 — 3 Terms for Obama?; Benghazi Attack Testimony; Cancel National Anthem; Day Off; Dell Notebook 17R; Disabled Sports in Schools; Flight Radar; Girls Become Women; President Barack Obama; Rearview Windows; TrekDesk; Women in Combat Roles; Wooly Bully

26 Jan 2013 — Bible Interprets the Bible; Classic Films; Claw Machines Rigged; Dung Beetles & Milky Way; Lima Golf; Live Out Loud; Mexican Train; Obstacles & Goals; Spain’s Calendar Girls; Strawberry Shortcake Murder; Veteran's Eyes; Walt at Walmart

27 Jan 2013 — A Moral Question; Civil War Photos; Gun Control Strip Down; Guns: My 2 Cents!; If We Never Meet Again; Love Sponge Trial Bizarre; Mali Quicksand; Pro Bowl & Murder; Protection Choices; Religious Tolerance; Retirement Tips; Rich Are Richer; Super Bowl Ads for 24 Years; Tampa in the 1940s; Think Outside the Box; Welcome to FloriDUH

28 Jan 2013 — Afghanistan: 3 Choices; Brains into Expectations; Civility in Discourse; Credit Card Checkout Fee; Don’t Give Men Guns; Fix the World; Foyle’s War; Future Certainties; MeCam HD Camera; Missing Footsteps; Open Arms & Prayers; Pets Killed in War; Raven 4-pound UAV; SOCOM Stress Management; Syrian War Rages; Thank a Friend; Verify Legends & Hoaxes

29 Jan 2013 — Baker’s Dozen; Can’t Control Everything; Far Away Places; I Search for Tomorrow; Oil Change at Walmart; Presidential Election 2016; Super Bowl Ads; U.S. Cyber Command; Workout Wear

30 Jan 2013 — Facebook’s Graph Search; Gone to Walmart; High Tech Meditation; In Case of Zombies; Invisible Animals; Lima Golf; Morals; Moving Art; Ode to Simplicity; Play Outside; Prince Charming

31 Jan 2013 — 17 Tricks to Rip You Off; Arming Angry Egypt; Bail a Family Affair; Coyote Capturing; Dell Inspiron 17R Laptop; DNA: Future of Data Storage; Japanese Swing Band; Only Time; Our New Trash Can; Shooting in Atlanta School; Windows 8 Quagmire
1 Feb 2013 — 3D Ghost Camera; Attitude & Growing Old; Being Darry Darlin’; ‘Clooney Effect’ & Birds; Congress Never Changes; Dell: Did We Help?; Flattery at a Small School; Something Went Wrong; Sugar Cookie Murder ★★★★★; Twitter Hacked; What if You Knew
2 Feb 2013 — Homing Pigeon Radar; Resisting Technology; Sauntering Through Sam’s; Security Online; Slimin’ Gym Morning; What Have You Done; Why Learn Windows 8
3 Feb 2013 — Benevolent Dictator; Hagel Hearings; State Political Leanings; Super Bowl 47; Super Bowl 47 Snacking; Weapons Buyback
4 Feb 2013 — 1973 Arab-Israeli War; Afghanistan Not Ready?; Art of Teaching; FCC Super WiFi Proposal; Finish Your Story; La Bamba; Morning People; PTSD Crowds Growing; Snow White & 7 Dwarfs; The Law & Twitter
5 Feb 2013 — Football Concussions; Home Again; Iran’s Nuclear Talks; Omnishambles; Superdome Hacked?; WordPerfect ToolBars
6 Feb 2013 — Beanies for Lunch; Evolution of Technology; Fear of Muslims; ID Plants with iPhone/iPad; Piers Morgan’s AR-15; Republic Wireless; Shampoo Warning; Steppin’ Out
7 Feb 2013 — Wilcox Nursery; Florida Botanical Garden
8 Feb 2013 — Happy Heart Cath; I Want to Celebrate; Operation Questions
9 Feb 2013 — Bud, Connecticut Snowbird; Derivatives for Dummies; Dragon Naturally Speaking; Heart Cath Day After; Lima Golf ; Master Gardener Tours; Witch Burned at Stake
10 Feb 2013 — Alabama Politics; Brain Drain Technology; California Taxes; Dave Lee; Draw Me Close; Facebook & Parking Fine; Google Search Feature; Heart Catheterization; PTSD & Police Agencies
11 Feb 2013 — Alabama Politics; And Then it Is Winter; Are American Women Equal; Dave Lee; Gym at 3am; Lima Golf; Pope Steps Down; PTSD is Not New; Respect
12 Feb 2013 — A Carnival That’s Not; Ancient Languages Recreated; Ann Coulter Story; Breasts & Bodies; Civil War Woman Spy; Dell Goes Private; Gym at 3 AM; Misery from Social Media; New Capitalism; Pastorale; What Punishment
13 Feb 2013 — Captain Ripp; Getting to Mars; Let Us Dare; Lincoln & Darwin; Man-of-War; Mid-East Water Loss; Perception is reality.; Searching for a Lady; State of the Union; State of the Union Headlines
14 Feb 2013 — 12-Year-Old WWII Vet; 3D Printed House; Alex Cross; Civil War Blacks Review; Cursor Trick; Gym at 3am; Harley Day; Male Dogs Let Females Win; Nuclear Iran; Valentine Proposal; World War II Aftermath
15 Feb 2013 — B. Green; Cats & Frogs; Eagle & the Hawk; Future of Medicine; Lima Golf; Mustangs & Vandellas
16 Feb 2013 — Dave Lee; Harley Day’s Way; It’s a Water Problem; Lima Golf; Moron of the Year; MS Office 2013 Ties; Only Truths; Premium Rush; Roman Empire 19th Biggest; Samsung Smart Watch; Signature Sentiment
17 Feb 2013 — B. Green; Captain Ripp; Indoor Gym; Inside Google; Iraq War Lies; Iran’s Star of David; Secret Garden; Singing in the Rain; Texas Running Out of Water; Why I Watch Fox News; Yearly Physical
18 Feb 2013 — Carrot Cake Murder; Centipedes Are Cool; Eagle Cam; Gas Prices Up; Hand Jive; Lima Golf; Mississippi Bans Slavery; Quiz
19 Feb 2013 — Carnival Triumph Fire; Case for Drones; Chinese Cyberwarfare; Copernicus; Diamond Heist; Fort Hood Radio; Third World
20 Feb 2013 — John Glenn Orbits Earth; Leadership Pay; Lima Golf; Mother of a Town; Vehicle; VFW & the DWM
21 Feb 2013 — 1950s American Visitor; Bud, Connecticut Snowbird; Civics Test; Dave Lee; Irresponsibility of Hollywood; Linda Golf; On the Road Again; View from Shades Mountain; Visiting Florida; Zero Dark Thirty
22 Feb 2013 — CISPA is Back; Facebook Frees Buzz Lightyear; Future Smart Phones; Lima Golf; Miracle on Ice; Skater’s Waltz; The Gym Bear; Today in History; Tweeting from the Grave
23 Feb 2013 — Are You Sick?; Gardening Is a Disease; It’s Your Love; Iwo Jima Flag; Kids & COPE; Problem Solving; No to All; Router Problem; Sack of Sanity; Selling to Feds; Today in History
24 Feb 2013 — A Graying Planet; Dust If You Must; Lima Golf; Mother Earth; NYC’s East Side Tunnels; Rising Right-Wing Extremism; Storing Bits in 2099
25 Feb 2013 — Academy Awards; Church Services of the Future; Dave Lee; Iran Covers 1st Lady
26 Feb 2013 — GI insurance; Mobile Internet in Cars; Pancho & Lefty; USSC Blocks Surveillance Suit; White House Gutted 1950
27 Feb 2013 — 1812 Overture; Airbus A380 Landing; Captain Ripp; Lima Golf; Marriage Journey; Most Touching Speech; Obamacare Adds $6.2 Trillion; Samsung & ZTE Smartphones; Scotch with 2 Drops of Water; US to Aid Syrian Rebels; Weather Report; WV May Convert 2,000 Cars
28 Feb 2013 — $60 Million More to Syrians; Berlin Airport Lights Always On; Carnival Chaos Has Little Affect; Cursing the Currents; Foolish Games; GOP Formed; Jimmy Stewart; Keurig Coffee Maker; Saudi Women Sit-in; Wireless Wave 3

MARCH 2013
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• Jan 2014
• Feb 2014
• Mar 2014
• Apr 2014
• May 2014
• Jun 2014
• Jul 2014
• Aug 2014
• Sep 2014
• Oct 2014
• Nov 2014
• Dec 2014
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Entry</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 Jan 2014</td>
<td>Cardiac Observation Unit, Brandon Hospital</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Jan 2014</td>
<td>Released from hospital; Sugar Bowl, Alabama vs. Oklahoma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 Jan 2014</td>
<td>“Cat. 8” movie; Doris Jean’s Journal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 Jan 2014</td>
<td>Tango Mike Mike; USMC Female Standard Postponed; Battle of Trenton;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 Jan 2014</td>
<td>Ladies Pull-ups; Who Determines Healthcare?; Pre-Internet Hoax; Men to the Left; Happy Senior Citizen; It’s Not What You Gather; Payday Loans are Robbery; Life is Worth It; Family Dining; Young Enough to Know; Look Through Barriers; Cruising Past Assisted Living; Piece of Mind; Speaking of Iraq; Biological Warfare 1777</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 Jan 2014</td>
<td>Past is a Foreign Country; Decisions, Decisions; 2014’s New Laws; Email Excitement; Spam vs Email; Teleportation Achieved; Declining Lethality; Eiffel Tower Was Temporary; Operation Moolah; 10 Things to do in 2014; Facebook &amp; Media Find Lost Son; 20 Recommended Movies in 2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 Jan 2014</td>
<td>PegEgg’s Hysterectomy; Polar Vortex</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 Jan 2014</td>
<td>You Know It’s Cold; Be Still; Actress in Elevator; Who’s Poor; Quantum of the Seas; Battle of New Orleans</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 Jan 2014</td>
<td>PegEgg Comes Home; Ice Tsunami; Richard Nixon; Miniatu-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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10 Jan 2014 — ‘We Were Soldiers’ ★★★★★; Cold, Harsh Winter; Intercepted Mail; Flash Mob; 89 Solutions; Somewhere over the Rainbow; Military Veteran Suicides; Ice Tsunami; Iraq Counter-terrorism Training
11 Jan 2014 — How TV Has Changed; TV Today; Seattle Beats Saints; Patriots Beat Colts; ‘Lone Gun’ ★★★☆☆
12 Jan 2014 — Speed Test; Wrong House; San Francisco Wins; Denver Wins
13 Jan 2014 — USSC Abortion Rejection; Iraq: If We’re Winning?
14 Jan 2014 — Florida Code Explained; Open a Wine Bottle; Life Is What Happens; Life Is Not; 10 Ways to Be Happy; All Things Are Possible
15 Jan 2014 — Art Class; Multi-tasking; Great Britain to the Rescue; Albert Schweitzer; Snow Flurries; Tampa Weather; Only a Fool Trips; Snipping Tool; Hug Those; Nollywood; Questions Haunt Me; Not For; West Virginia Water
16 Jan 2014 — PTSD Appointment; Mental Health Hidden; Free Art Books; Farm-raised Fish; Losing & Creating Jobs; Largest Drone; Smartphone Obliviousness; Backup, Backup, Backup
17 Jan 2014 — Sam’s Club Parking; Geo-engineering Is Insane; Chevy 789; Open Wine with Machete; Cellphone Rudeness; Making Wheelchairs Obsolete
18 Jan 2014 — ‘Man of the House’ ★★★★☆; ‘Mimic’ ★★★★★; Places to Sit; Battle of Cowpens; More Merchants Attacked; Naming Diapers; Attack of the Thingbots; Cigarettes are Poison; 84,400 Untested Chemicals
19 Jan 2014 — Love Unveiled in a Hug; The General Cried; Strength of a Team; Front Line PTSD Defense; Christmas Truce; Trying to Forget Someone; Spying on Disconnected Computers
20 Jan 2014 — Martin Luther King Jr. Day
21 Jan 2014 — All see the light, but; Tampa Weather; Richest vs Poorest; Sugar Batteries; New Side Door; Football Extra Point Obsolete?; Observation vs ‘in Patient’
22 Jan 2014 — Homeless Lady; I Can’t Believe; Bogus Funeral Notification; Water Pipeline; Eco-Nomic Living Expo; Above All Else; The Battling Boys of Benghazi; Baseball Reviewable Plays; Washing Dishes with Cold Water
23 Jan 2014 — PE Therapy for PTSD; Daring to Dream; What I’ve Learned; Legalizing Medical Marijuana
24 Jan 2014 — FTX CABAL THRASHER; Windows Updates; Driving to Toronto; Rabbit in Mandela’s Ear; Tampa Weather; Russian Engineering; Construction Worker Wages; Dare to be Different; Blimp Defense
25 Jan 2014 — ‘AND I DID’ DVD; Transcontinental Phone Service; Puppies in a Wagon; When Marijuana grew all over Brooklyn
26 Jan 2014 — Remembering first TV; Identity theft; Reflections of the past; Went fishing & saved 4 deer; Global warming 6 decades; Love is a good nurse; Smartphone security tips; Rules for radicals; Cruise ship sick; Sam’s club laying off; Life is short; Wajam Threat
27 Jan 2014 — Naked women in Met; Update drivers HOAX; Adobe Reader update; Charles Shultz’s philosophy; Hate ads proliferate; Build me a son; Backup, backup, backup; Gutting Vet’s benefits; U.S. Hawaii currency; True cost of Sochi; Jade Rabbit goodbye; States’ perceptions; The Internet of Things
28 Jan 2014 — Snow on Florida Panhandle; Tampa weather; The last round; Marlboro Man dies; President raises minimum wage; Helping small farmers fail; Unemployment in Florida; Challenger explodes; 7 dangers of virtue; NFL is non-profit; Fastest broadcast in the world
29 Jan 2014 — Yesterday’s problems; Protecting online buying; Two blondes with hammers; a Charge of $9.84; Junk email; Tampa weather; Quotes on the web; Dangers of virtue; Olympics 1936; The Road Not Taken; Janie’s dead; No lemon please; Atlanta snowed in; Pete Seger died; Capital in the 21st Century; GI & Muslim Niqab
30 Jan 2014 — Death of a loved one; Puppy love; Super Bowl half time shows; Super Bowl statistics; Pro Sports Act; Monuments Men; Horizon as a goal; Military time; YouTube created when...
31 Jan 2014 — Gym at 4 am; Sweeping Vet’s legislation; Best ad in years; Google Glasses & Supreme Court; Football facts & figures; Tampa Weather; Hope hangs on; Foggy memories; liquid asset poor; Weirdest weapons; Lost in memory; Vintage Cars
2018
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Jan 2018 — Jun 2018 — Oct 2018
Feb 2018 — Jul 2018 — Nov 2018
Mar 2018 — Aug 2018 — Dec 2018
Apr 2018 — Sep 2018
May 2018

MAY 2018
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1 May 2018 — 12 May 2018 — 23 May 2018
2 May 2018 — 13 May 2018 — 24 May 2018
3 May 2018 — 14 May 2018 — 25 May 2018
4 May 2018 — 15 May 2018 — 26 May 2018
5 May 2018 — 16 May 2018 — 27 May 2018
6 May 2018 — 17 May 2018 — 28 May 2018
7 May 2018 — 18 May 2018 — 29 May 2018
8 May 2018 — 19 May 2018 — 30 May 2018
9 May 2018 — 20 May 2018 — 31 May 2018
10 May 2018 — 21 May 2018
11 May 2018 — 22 May 2018

1 May 2018 —
2 May 2018 —
3 May 2018 —
4 May 2018 —
5 May 2018 —
6 May 2018 —
7 May 2018 —
8 May 2018 —
9 May 2018 —
10 May 2018 —
11 May 2018 —
12 May 2018 —
13 May 2018 —
14 May 2018 —
15 May 2018 —
16 May 2018 —
17 May 2018 —
18 May 2018 —
19 May 2018 —
20 May 2018 —
21 May 2018 —
22 May 2018 —
23 May 2018 —
24 May 2018 —
25 May 2018 —
26 May 2018 —
27 May 2018 —
28 May 2018 —
29 May 2018 —
30 May 2018 —
31 May 2018 —
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1 Jun 2018  7 Jun 2018  13 Jun 2018
2 Jun 2018  8 Jun 2018  14 Jun 2018
3 Jun 2018  9 Jun 2018  15 Jun 2018
4 Jun 2018 10 Jun 2018  16 Jun 2018
5 Jun 2018 11 Jun 2018  17 Jun 2018
6 Jun 2018 12 Jun 2018  18 Jun 2018
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1 Jun 2018 — Arrive late at meetings; one decision away; love and disrespect; maturity & growing wiser; never stop praying; live in the present; Saudi Arabia women driving; robocalls; not the step dad

2 Jun 2018 — Builds others up; read in total silence; just sit and remember; DNA catches a killer; Google, AI, and the Pentagon; cellphone surveillance; condoms do not guarantee safe sex

3 Jun 2018 — Optimist, pessimist, & train; be careful where you think; allow to rest; care only about results; Puerto Rico Hurricane Maria & dead; first rule of camping

4 Jun 2018 — Too much Monday, too little coffee; rapping in country music; earn the best days; discovered fire; no cake for gays; abortion; flying robot bug; blackened chicken & Facebook

5 Jun 2018 — Differences don’t divide us; think happy; imagination out of focus; fight for seat at the table; trample rights; don’t rush; in dog years, I’m dead; Six Day War begins; Chicago: world’s largest outdoor target range

6 Jun 2018 — God & troubled waters; someone who gets you; angry OK, cruel is not; broken crayons; privacy & free speech; alive is special occasion

7 Jun 2018 — be silent, know how to speak; listened to song & cried; Daddy’s savings plan; free thinker; ability to change; teach them how to treat you; Trump & War of 1812; Bible & pedophiles; brutally honest; suicides rise; IHOP is now IHOB; cats only meow at humans, not each other

8 Jun 2018 — made from different piece of cloth; Special Forces my saving grace; poor depend upon permission of others; friends to a minimum; special thank you; free thinker; see what’s in between; sex appeal

9 Jun 2018 — Better to lose the anchor; live, love, bark; God thought world need one of you; happiness is new rich; key to happiness; life lived for others; hitch hiker; Army rifles fail; melon collie

10 Jun 2018 — Achieve vs criticize; flawed & fabulous; freedom of speech & consequences; gender identity; sue pharmacy; border children separated

11 Jun 2018 — Need coffee now; not a perfect person; happiness is being surrounded; appreciate happiness; heal yourself first; begins & ends in mind
12 Jun 2018 — Child we revert to; everyone is fighting a battle; intelligence is like underwear; I said, “No,” no means no; Parachutists: Soviets, Germans, & US; death; immigration & domestic violence; E.T. released in 1982; Trump & Korea
13 Jun 2018 — Bitterness changes people; bitterness is its own poison; achieve what we believe; smell like drama; can’t always make memories; perpetual optimism; argue with the past; raccoon scales building; California split?
14 Jun 2018 — Reading is a place to go; stopped explaining myself; no sex appeal; people who deserve silence; social media teaches us to compare, not appreciate; sexual assault of children in Canada; Puerto Rico’ hurricane deaths; school milk in Canada; Army’s anniversary
15 Jun 2018 — Immigrants at Mexican border; “I am not invisible”; life is too short to be normal; happy enjoy music, sad understand the lyrics; people are like street lights; soul heals itself; those who feed your soul; start today with broken pieces of yesterday; suicide & culture; French President’s dishes
16 Jun 2018 — Begin behaving; I did not fall; talk to daughter about safety & son about consent; broken pieces of yesterday; step parents; when writing your story don’t let someone else hold the pen; FL man wants meth tested; marijuana joint worth $24,000; sex & lawsuit; stop measuring economy based on rich people
17 Jun 2018 — You create your destiny; friend with two chins; God is bigger than problems; best liar I know; life is available in present tense; double the dose of love; incapacitated; first Father’s Day; Prince of Peace
18 Jun 2018 — Caffeinate & cross fingers; under construction; going on an adventure; not finished yet; morning is God’s way; motivation comes; black hornet drone; hello Monday
19 Jun 2018 — Genius is 99% coffee; laugh & apologize; making memories; patience is when; not become poor by giving; mind, heart, & soul and deceased; separated Mexican children; wages & rent; Gay-Straight Alliance Club; Python Swallows Woman; is this what we’ve become?
20 Jun 2018 — Childhood before technology; still young inside; heart, fire, & mouth; coffee is sauna; Dad believed in me; God helps us handle what we are given; 765,000 immigrant children separated; Dave Lee: check bank statement; separating Indian children
21 Jun 2018 — Mountain top zen; you need you; live in the now; yesterday’s a memory; remember two lessons; write to avoid being misunderstood;
breaking your own heart; Dave Lee; yesterday’s journal; Gaza’s Kite War; Yemen War: American involved; immigrant family separation
22 Jun 2018 — Spend more time with you; which way to go?; some see weed, some see a wish; raise a warrior; hate war; know value of things, not the price; separating migrant children; sportsmanship; undies for two
23 Jun 2018 — See something beautiful in people; be the reason; treat you like they don’t care; learn to dance in the rain; remember the real me; God blesses those who bless others; chicken breasts; women & justice in Georgia; Desert Storm memorial; Dave Lee: verify before you pass it on; Iceman’s life; crying child & Trump; prayer vigil in Ocala violates 1st Amendment
24 Jun 2018 — Find your wings; U.S. Army since 1977; true love & loyal friends; always in trouble; speak for the trees; make time to do nothing; religion & medication — human rights issue?; hurricane relief for Puerto Rico; Dave Lee: Mobile, Alabama, Tree Commission; women drivers in Saudi Arabia; Supreme Court & internet taxes; 4 score & 7 shots ago
25 Jun 2018 — Cup of coffee & you; welcome to today; grateful for what is given; bullies: can’t & won’t; remain calm while others panic; dare to be yourself; squirrel, not ducks in a row; turn face to the sun; train you to be my friend; Mexican immigrant camps; due process; opioid epidemic & blue lights shine; Syrian Children’s Choir; transgender in Connecticut sports; Puerto Rico recovery
26 Jun 2018 — I drink coffee for your protection; turn back odometers; for my children, my door is open; Democrats & Republicans instead of being Americans; only do what you know you can do; dog’s brain when he sees his master; right to an education; shake hands with a clenched fist; giving what you have; menopause — still to come; artificial intelligence & work; history begins in 1450; U.S. birth rate; coffee in danger; emergency list; Trump’s Wall
27 Jun 2018 — Growing up country; God created dog; God gave you life for a reason; networking vs gossip; more government to cure more government; live on after death; growing old vs up; you are a part of my growth; head up, nose at a friendly level; drugs to jury duty; collaborate to win; funeral & school supplies; shadow having more fun
28 Jun 2018 — Need coffee & mascara; trust God in the dark; suicide does not end the pain; cannot heal in same environment; here to create, not destroy; reject the love; integrity vs religion; wearing a suit & tie to meet Jesus; balance knowledge, skills, & ability; waiting for the storm means not enjoying the sunshine; FloriDUH: drugs to jury duty; collaborate to win; Mexi-
can aliens’ housing; most caring child; Dave Lee: decorated my Ohio State area, ready for football & officially old

29 Jun 2018 — Vanity, thy name is no longer woman; signs of aging mean I’m still alive; coffee for the things I can change & wine for those I cannot; family is everything; looking for the faults of others; God left the light on; humor lubricates life’s machinery; humor is a defense; 5th Amendment; legality is not a guide to morality; repetition does not create truth from a lie; Puerto Rico statehood; hypersonic travel; Army robots; social media & shooting

30 Jun 2018 — Most of all, I’ve learned; challenge is inevitable; defeated is optional; life like a bicycle; live you life like a miracle; quality of life is most important; one life is easier because of you; drowning man taunted; aging decisions; even God cannot change the past; Dave Lee: it’s not luck that I am not in their shoes; newspaper trolls; Lima Golf: Puerto Rico statehood; Lima Golf: poisoned books; man who doesn’t read; suicide is a choice; suicide does not end the pain; zero tolerance on immigrants;

JULY 2018

1 Jul 2018 — Uncle Duck; should not be doing it; what worries you masters you; women were created to; find your wings; I am somebody; voodoo dolls;
U.S. Army since 1775; lessons from a unicorn; true love & loyal friends; SEAL dogs; Gettysburg; live in the now; adopted today; Spelling Bee & Facebook; Harris Rosen; 8 days is perfect vacation; protesting milk; finally old enough

2 Jul 2018 — Body taking aging badly; love makes America great; PegEgg Pointers: acceptance and understanding; creative people have no mess; happy with you; here to heal, love, & create; I am intelligent; learn from the past; I’ve learned; economy for all; no source, no print; are we alone?; cell phone replace family; happy with me; Lima Golf: 58th anniversary lessons; biting my tongue; weather & sacrifice of a virgin; bad politicians are elected by those who don’t vote

3 Jul 2018 — Be like caterpillar; calm yourself; cellphone replaces family; bossy vs leader; give up good for the great; I am truly blessed; weather virgin; challenged vs defeated; life is like bicycle; two ways to live your life; quality vs longevity; stress is nation’s health; banned from Weight Watchers; my wife has an awesome husband

4 Jul 2018 — Celebrating Brexit 1783; Happy Treason Day; flag is more than cloth; may she ever wave; tree of liberty; affirmative action; census & citizenship; Japan’s locker room; U.S. to invade Venezuela?; Canadian shootings; $13-billion aircraft carrier; facial recognition; rhino embryos; unacceptable tax return

5 Jul 2018 — Start with coffee & a dog; feel real again; avoid argument; ready for bed; not change the past; start new chapter; seeds in your heart; plot twist; one life breathed easier; excuses & results; freedom is not free; ambulance cost; mother alive; parenthood defined; extra money

6 Jul 2018 — Heart full of gratitude & cup of coffee; bridge between despair & hope; judge me when you’re perfect; embrace my life; who I have in my life; dim your light; live your life; climb a mountain; what is happening; missing a loved one; Facebook videos; Army discharges immigrants; Facebook censors Declaration of Independence

7 Jul 2018 — Coffee and music; strong actions; believe in you; something wonderful will happen; breathe, let go, & trust; change is a process; 3 C’s of life; girls are made of; truest life; Love Island; transsexual in Miss Universe; social media weird; EPA; on this day; brother donates blood; accept love; self up for adoption

8 Jul 2018 — Bit of coffee & lot of God; free thinking is common sense; connect who you really are; best friend brings out best; happiness is dealing with problems; immigrants to power economy; janitor on a porn set; learn only
in a storm; life is like bow & arrow; Facebook videos; zero tolerance & kids; immigration law; Post Office Stamp oops!; Dave Lee: senior car sale; Florida mosquito

9 Jul 2018 — Adulting is hard; can’t lose what you never had; how tall are you?; difficult roads; work hard for my dog; drug addiction is family disease; frog in tree; people stealing original ideas; bravest thing ever; Thai cave rescue; suicide in U.S.; plastic straws; Statue of Liberty stamp; California net neutrality; birds eat insects

10 Jul 2018 — Coffee & enough sleep; count our blessings & math; dreams should scare you; until I’m out of blood; flexibility; communicate ideas; infatuation & love; love is gift to self; love is a 4-legged word; love is what you do; spread love; love is always with you; student debt; cellphone warning; Chicago deaths; 1st Special Service Force; aging population; got bed pugs

11 Jul 2018 — Give up on people; spank grandma; woman’s morning coffee; crying means you’ve been strong too long; excited about life; live & dance; people aren’t loyal; maturity is growing wiser; memories roll down my cheek

12 Jul 2018 — From bed to coffee maker; Jesus know him; let go of memories; forgot what I was doing; talk to departed one; lad I used to be; it might have been; pops into my mouth; intuitive mind; suicide in U.S.; it is possible; Canada: sex education; Great Pacific Garbage Patch; marriage vs being single; first Medal of Honor

13 Jul 2018 — Coffee keeping crazy at bay; addiction is hell; hurt me with the truth; educate a woman & educate a family; other side of fear; friends & trouble; interesting detours; Devil is a gentleman; “many paws”; silent about things that matter; energy to dreams; Blockbuster closes; shark deaths; Dave Lee: talk to Shepherd

14 Jul 2018 — Power of attention; used & lied to; without passion; mother carries you; love at first sight; successful mothers; mother was right; mother makes leaning unnecessary; honest love; McDonald’s; gay marriage; Netflix marketing

15 Jul 2018 — Go for it; hearing the meow; see change; may your coffee be strong; someone asks for company; curse in front of mother; can’t describe feelings; keep life simple; spend the rest of your life; Iceman’s last meal; Dave Lee: Reducing Internet exposure

16 Jul 2018 — Not sharing coffee; change when we change; one with courage is a majority; turn on the light; life is exam; life is a mirror; losing her; my name, not my story; needs someone to be there; negative people have
problem for every solution; not too late; difference in opinion; DNA catches rapist

17 Jul 2018 — Coffee o’clock; we are blessed; avoid drama; living two lives; hope not expect; person who hurt you; going to live; love must be true; love friends; over-think; paratroopers know freedom; parenting & Jurassic Park; refugee or newcomer; invasion war game; military artificial intelligence; designer baby; push snake through a pipe; take chance on self

18 Jul 2018 — Take coffee seriously; where you come from; past is reference; past is a ghost; God leads path; patience is how you act; less you react; photos & videos are left; most wonderful place to be; poor depend upon permission; annoyingly positive; post blog; stress; transgender deacon; is that a dove?; wifi password

19 Jul 2018 — Be awesome; slander is the tool of losers; fear kills dreams; God wants full custody; be good to you; start living; mother’s hug; person looked down upon; never forget who you are; other’s opinion of you; owning a pet: the goodbye; answer to someone’s prayers; prayer in school; artificial intelligence & work place; warrior killed; don’t tip terrorists; Dave Lee: Broken wing; lost child; drone-to-drone combat; Israeli tank; Army machinegun; Seneca Falls Convention

20 Jul 2018 — Can’t buy happiness; life & someone else’s dream; right track; preparing you; intimate with God; God hears your heart; kill Trump’s enemies; patriotism vs nationalism; Puerto Rico; political party affiliation; The Authoritarians

21 Jul 2018 — garden in ecosystem; no wind is favorable; dies inside while living; try to forget her; love is real; embrace tenets of our Constitution; watch for better things; focus upon positive things; 3 solutions to problems; need professional help; don’t compare progress; promises are like babies; President Trump’s parade; prayer in school

22 Jul 2018 — Creation of 1,000 forests in one acorn; feeling gratitude; PTSD: People assume you’re OK; reading damages ignorance; reality is an illusion; back to old relationship; publicly parade religious beliefs; repentance defined; I got your message; retirement is enjoyable; man who carves more is poor; you are rich when; act of a coward; ignore what is right; stand up for right; time to repair the roof; HOAX: California teaching gay sex; HOAX: McCain & aircraft carrier fire; rat capitol

23 Jul 2018 — Like coffee strong; weapon is the warrior; when we lose God; gunships are beautiful; keep me in your heart; smallest things take up most
room in heart; never stop learning; your life isn’t so bad; true love lasts lifetime; where there is love, there is life; test character, give power; predators thrive in silence; PTSD: grieve one who’s still alive; election security; Cuba Constitution; political discourse; I am blessed, I am thankful; PTSD is real  
**24 Jul 2018** — PTSD little known & less understood; behind successful woman is coffee; democracy with 2 wolves & 1 sheep; it’s not your door; stand for & live under flag; government is to protect the people; breaking your own heart; service & leadership; rumors carried, spread, & accepted; run to those who adore you; no shoulder to cry on; well-informed vs sanity; PTSD: mind replays what heart can’t delete; PTSD in Vietnam, Iraq, & Afghanistan; PTSD in general population  
**25 Jul 2018** — Don’t bother me; coffee; cellphone just tumbled; want dogs to like me; nothing stronger than broken lady; preacher won’t have to lie at funeral; sit with the broken; become a parent & grow up; patience can have it all; pedophile defined; PTSD: still surrounded; nothing says the most; be yourself; believe in self; people don’t like you; love who I have become; shingles vaccine; I’m dead; ‘Carrot Top’ crossed the bridge; warriors can shake the planet; bear arms; met the Principal; transgender on “Supergirl”; beat up in elevator; pedophile is an animal; cruising & kids; communication with God; HOAXES: Churches in Dearborn, Michigan  
**26 Jul 2018** — Let coffee flow through you; strongest weapon is patriotic citizen; death & songs of praise; world changed by example; everything you have been waiting for; walked with faith; follower is not always fan; follow your heart; let into your world; God will get your through it; hypocrite’s favorite words; liberty is cheap; monsters of hate; don’t answer past; PTSD: continuing my life; HOAX: McCain as POW; yesterday’s eyes; HOAX: Denzel Washington & Trump; transsexual shares in library  
**27 Jul 2018** — Coffee does not ask silly questions; apologize for what they did not do; think outside the box; not make candle brighter; fears fail to face; faith in God’s timing; achieve greatness; price of hating; never hate enemy; life you can live with; one decision away; pain & hope are real; be a paratrooper and be normal?; Bread is 14,200 years old; pedophiles & Facebook; facial recognition and lawmakers; Facebook shares; excuses are for those who need them; old paratrooper will kill you; “Blood on the Risers”; Special Forces helping bad guys go to hell  
**28 Jul 2018** — American dream is not a handout; lion never has to tell you who he is; my favorite color is cat hair; people who live on flat planet; forgive
and forget; friends close, enemies closer; true friend sees; hated for what you are not; imagination my drug of choice; know Jesus before you meet; teaching morals; choice and courage; people believe what media tells them to believe; mistake makes you humble; house is clean, internet is down; Christian cross is not a right in Britain; Brookwood Hospital on notice

29 Jul 2018 — Wanted to be adults; reason contraceptives were invented; perception is filtered by media; warrior creates her own reality; cigarettes, alcohol, & women; responsibility for education of our youth; error becomes a mistake; earn best days; friend’s footprints beside you; life doesn’t give you what you want; art of polite, civil conversations; Vietnam challenged understanding of patriotism; strong marriage requires; “Quiet Skies” surveillance; Afghanistan plans; I never just fit in; just because I disagree; PegEgg Pointers: marriage requires work; morals must be taught; PTSD: pray for those who can’t sleep; strawberry picking; Facebook flagging

30 Jul 2018 — I’m myself today; may your coffee cup overflow; no evidence humans communicate; dictionary is useless; sunrise new promise of excellence; God added another day to your life; government will take care of you, ask any Indian; habits become necessity; mask of superiority; America, turn to the lamb; life humbles; humans sabotage their lives; change a mind; carefully selected lies; revenge; libel; Facebook suspension; uncover what is; war determines who’s left; nobody can paint like God; I did, others didn’t; old ways have much to offer; never stop dreaming; deeds done are your sermon; fear not living;

31 Jul 2018 — Love smell of coffee; spread love, not hate; friendship: face & rejoice; addiction is learned; fear not living; airborne is a brotherhood; never allow hate into your heart; seek first to understand; friend always beside you; think vs share; tried communism; faith & prayer; demand freedom of speech; cost of not following your heart; fear fueled by ignorance; in an entertainment age; angels have whiskers; most valuable lessons; maturity is walking away; PTSD is not a weakness; respect the old, weak, & wrong; ruin happiness of your present
1 August 2018 – Seen you without coffee; not perfect, but genuine; attack my words, not me; political correctness is insanity; bully’s reward; posting telepathically; telephone’s invention; profanity is crutch of intellectual cripple; PTSD symptoms; great relationship symptoms; best relationships; sanity is madness; not compare to others; our choices create us; existence of God; Special Forces fraternity; Vietnam Myth 8; Arlene May: age of parents; mortal but not feel it; attempt something great

2 August 2018 – Coffee is liquid wisdom; existence of God; PTSD my head; keep a secret; not apologize for being me; silence is better than drama; not waste words; silence is freedom or loneliness; fluent in silence; vow of silence; being single & God’s love story; someone special; unicorn fairy juice at Starbucks; soul is tired; smile is your logo; push a snake through a pipe; common sense is a punishment; crazy to try to change the world; life flash before eyes; perception is reality: sunset; friends raise or lower standards

3 August 2018 – Coffee in silence; society help the poor; PTSD must mend them; see me smiling; society is fake; don’t be ‘sometimes’; memories rolling down cheeks; death is not easy to accept; die with memories, not just dreams; paratrooper’s freedom; hate in your heart; essence of beauty; happiness & problems; be self as beautiful; in memory of those who died in
vein; builds self up; friend finds you in the dark; sounds of silence; uncommon valor; British Air Corps woman warrior; Iraq invaded Kuwait today; not freaks any more

4 August 2018 – Hold fast to dreams; live before life is over; choose army wisely; lost & understand self; success is not final; things turn out best; be that special someone; God breaks your heart; parsonage in Fort Gay, WV; bring me storms; trust storms; cherish friends; friends I can’t forget; how weird you are; spend time alone; no one paints like God; generations tolerate and accept; profanity is the crutch; change the unchangeable; best apology; Jesus thinks I’m to die for; military binge drinking

5 August 2018 – After coffee, accountability; choose your army wisely; nobody cares how much you know; child only educated in school; fear of what could happen; hold me until I fix myself; zeal without knowledge; yesterday is just a memory; when wrong, educate me; stop worrying about someone; shape your world; don’t stay calm; write a Will at 19; her smirk tells you; steal my words; we are all stories; army of deer

6 August 2018 – Pessimist sees half full coffee mug; plagiarism defined; at-home DNA test; brother’s keeper; courage is when you don’t have strength; don’t exaggerate; hug you tight; knowledge increases when used; without music; love wrong person; love, trust, and respect; fight government to save environment; goal should scare you; materialism defined; 2nd Amendment and deer; morning is God’s way; they are not worth your time; leave past; courage defined

7 August 2018 – Let’s pretend; beautiful mindset; damaged people; somebody, not somebody's; 1776 British demanded guns; love right person; freedom of the press; wise can learn; wisdom, skill, and virtue; guys like girls who; not all women wear pearls; warrior woman creates reality; walk on sunny days; walk alone; path of truth; gun control vs child control; perception filtered by media; bad music and reasons for war; accepted by majority; many regrets, few lessons; held the leash; I’m healing; stand tall and proclaim; toilet without cellphone; competitive; election interference; boycott companies

8 August 2018 – Coffee thinking; arguments you’re invited to; next generation is progressing; 1776, British demanded our rifles; would you like you; warrior without mission; valor is not inherited; reason for awakening; decisions without price; courage to continue; my voices have great ideas; sheep could vote; leadership is heart work; great relationships; aging and doing more slowly; God thinks I’m a bad ass; Facebook addiction; Afghanistan last to die;
Afghanistan still bleeding; morning is God’s way; succeed in life; world is canvas to the imagination; wake up a better person

**9 August 2018** – Coffee needs me; remain angry; day is God’s gift to you; last person to die in my lifetime; behind my smile; soul trying to fight; most courageous thing I did; warriors going to work; addiction not spectator sport; before political correctness; PegEgg Pointers; death is continuation of journey; give you things; not all stories have another chapter

**10 August 2018** – Coffee: WD-40 of adulthood; man trapped in a woman’s body; cellphone adult’s teddy bear; not your life; his lover roared louder than her demons; choose faith or worry; recovering alcoholic is a miracle; judge self by past; New American Credo; Susan B. Anthony’s birthday; World War II in black & white; remember me when; one you love feel alone; censor yourself; love no record of wrongs; Jesus not talking about Facebook; being single and your love story; I have 3 sides; too many paved roads; Dave Lee: What you think I said; home defined; grand sum of what we have done; suicide transfers the pain; Arlene Mae: You’re easy to see

**11 August 2018** – First woman USMC Infantry Platoon Leader; censorship is child of fear; compassion includes you; think she can change the world; have faith; fighting each other; friction destroys the machine; not wanting to know the truth; to Adam, paradise was home; I am; lives completely shaken and changed; expecting loyalty; recovering alcoholic; monsters held me close; move past the past; I’m falling apart; cure the soul; savage is a relative perception; her world is battlefield; lay down one’s life

**12 August 2018** – Greatest nation in known worlds; things left unsaid; best teachers; teachers make other professions possible; technological progress; thoughts are troubling; time and good friends; time changes everyone; I will survive; time is precious; teach them to treat you; addiction is hell; risking life for dream; one needle away from hell; last friend escaped; knowing God loves you; hell is loving you; starving for wisdom; dares not offend; move past the past; girl I am isn’t me; sad soul; bear the sword of battle; I’m not a people?; dance before music is over; education passport to future; drew new lines; don’t judge my story; beware of quiet ones; consecutive days lived

**13 August 2018** – Life without water; discontented man; die as late as possible; bring you down; put someone down; emotions are good; God is going with you; always been good enough; prejudice examples; learn nothing from life; love is silent language; lady said I love you; Florida election system hacked; medics stand taller; RSVP wedding invitation; stop when I’m done;
suicide solution; except instead of expect; freedom of the press; free press; attack a free press; liberty of free press

14 August 2018 – Understanding self; reason I publish journal; primary source; secondary source; Special Forces helping bad guys go to hell; hardest decision; fool believes; make room for friends; when you need us; get well soon; best gift is to include; make God laugh; always been good enough; carry a gun because; prejudice; hide in your heart; hell is loving you; Dave Lee: Freedom of the press; left-handed genius; never lost; Facebook is global consciousness; friend vs mirrors; safety vs consent; vote like lives depend upon it; walk with God; powerful lady sits in silence; fake diploma from University of Miami

15 August 2018 – Fairy tales are real; children watch examples; class is what you have; door doesn’t open; children are living messages; encourage others; Facebook global consciousness; in front of God’s eyes; happiness is inside job; hide in your heart; listen to own advice; holding a grudge; no man worth your tears; mind is like water; HAMAS teaching violence to kids; lovable straight jacket; PTSD: get over it; do own research; rights don’t change; know your worth

16 August 2018 – IV of coffee; one nation under control; watching children grow; Facebook global consciousness; freedom is nothing else to lose; this generation is progressing; don’t believe everything you see on internet; difference between intuition and trauma; mind is like water; alone time with music; ask right question; hear when you’re quiet; warrior kneels before God; remember being wronged; realizing you are wrong

17 August 2018 – Need vodka, Valium latte; know the real you; worrying about everything; insults employed; conscientiousness and passion; never give up hope; ask the right question; know your worth; smoking takes breath away; Satanic statue in Arkansas; teachings of my soul; arrival of eye witness; judge my story; warrior worries not about fear; taking the hard road; someone to complete you; grunt defined; prayer is changing ourselves; signs of maturity; disagree while being respectful; paratroopers know freedom; network news; legality is not guide to morality; welcome to FloriDUH

18 August 2018 – Doesn’t play well with others; browsing vs professional opinion; explain anger, don’t express it; hearing beyond words; thinking as a victim; scary clowns; yesterday’s eyes; weapons out of hands of fools; hide in your heart; self-confident lady; lonely is not being alone; nothing is clever to say; person my dog thinks I am; too soon to quit; give self respect; money
is like sex; be reason someone smiles; forget what hurt you; warriors conquer fear; Vietnam warriors; blind in face of enlightenment

19 August 2018 – If mind is blind; dark is stressful; drugs take it all; hatred eats the soul; life flashes before eyes; God gave memories; too late to quit; walk away; cherish friends; born to create world; reason someone smiles; go through storms with you; I give you mine; person who can change your life

20 August 2018 – Interfere morning psychosis; who you call friend; God is my hope; smile vs scars; last person to remember; music is healing; saying “No”; skin color vs spirit; start over; believing the lies; boiling water; sunrise holds promise; bring sunshine; wiping tears & people; thinking about you; warriors can be mothers; I am the weapon; stop creating fallen warriors; congratulate us on God’s work; morning is one more chance; call to adventure

21 August 2018 – Coffee needs coffee; two wars in Afghanistan; cellphones take you away; adventure & symphony; smile is source of joy; mind believes; teach to question what you read; respect, honesty, trust, & loyalty; serenity & acceptance; kill with success; sad soul kills; start over; insight is blessed; Dave Lee: spell checker; I am the warrior; fool believes; fraternit would not understand

22 August 2018 – Before coffee & existence; monsters and angels; standing on ashes; life’s special magic; fix yourself; write new ending; lose freedom; adventure & symphony; don’t spell love; owe loyalty; look up to medic; hell fire and hot water; best days give memories; respect, honesty, trust, & loyalty; kill with success

23 August 2018 – Addicted to coffee; mind is quiet; belittle your education; lose freedom; don’t give up; never quit; talk to yourself; get over vs get used; believing the lies; stupidity knows no boundaries; third monkey to Noah’s ark; success is not final; courage to continue; Verizon & California wildfires; if I’m wrong, don’t belittle me; God bless America; worlds fall apart; world is asleep; world without war; torture data; favorable outcomes vs good decisions; until it’s time to do warrior things; family is not always blood; humility is; face in the mirror; God is comforter

24 August 2018 – Mood brought by coffee; communism guarantees; no one misses you more than me; PTSD snap out of it; stress defined; wipe away tears; facing temptation; choose how tested; long drive is therapy; I am awake; my guns are thinking of me; pray I don’t get up; accepting a truth

25 August 2018 – Today’s anticipation; language to complain; old is an attitude; make self a priority; give up on this life; use time wisely; time saved;
doing nothing; toddler defined; write about life; wish you started today; Age of Truth Decay; Tree of Truth; greatest nation; Eve to provide adult supervision

26 August 2018 – Accepting the truth; truth sounds like hate; 3 things cannot be hidden; bring my unicorn; perfection stays with you; I’m not a toy; dares not offend; who I thought my Daddy was

27 August 2018 – Wise look within; future belongs to; continue the mission; Jesus & multitudes complaining; be a real person; you just are; be yourself; lie to me & about me

28 August 2018 – Welcome to my world; doorways don’t gather termites; wait for future; too much for some people; future belongs to; strong enough to ask for help

29 August 2018 – strong enough to ask for help; days spent cruising; 6-month cruise twice a year; land was created

30 August 2018 – Too much for some people; asked Savior, “Do you love me?”; strong enough to ask for help; dance of life; preparing you for what you asked for; presence makes an impact; let’s pretend; want to be an astrophysicist; partner, not a project; love is accepting flaws; connected electronically; be yourself; real defined; afraid of failure; Age of Truth Decay; truth has no agenda; truth is scarce

31 August 2018 – Locked out of Facebook; love is someone else’s happiness; doing what you love; searching for truth; truth sounds like hate
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>1 Sep 2018</th>
<th>2 Sep 2018</th>
<th>3 Sep 2018</th>
<th>4 Sep 2018</th>
<th>5 Sep 2018</th>
<th>6 Sep 2018</th>
<th>7 Sep 2018</th>
<th>8 Sep 2018</th>
<th>9 Sep 2018</th>
<th>10 Sep 2018</th>
<th>11 Sep 2018</th>
<th>12 Sep 2018</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>– Liked vs valued; not a bystander; sheep could vote; Costco vs voting; scale and feelings; wait until ready; wait all their lives; accept self; explain it simply; Tree of Truth; Facebook is best dramas in a reality series</td>
<td>– Someone makes you weak; those who light your path; most important chances; celebrate life; accept self; be yourself; unique is not necessarily useful; Facebook news.</td>
<td>– Aim of education; determined to learn; learn from mistakes; learn from others; how to learn; here to create; welcome to adulthood; wolves and sheep’s opinions.</td>
<td>– Trust before you love; balance confidence &amp; arrogance; friend understands tears; give self respect; disagree while respectful.</td>
<td>– Adventure is inconvenience; desperately need advice; advice is better unsaid.</td>
<td>– Friend allows you to be; offer solutions; music is my life; die with memories, not dreams; you need balance; nothing is so strong; adventure is inconvenience; distance between dreams &amp; reality; face your fears &amp; wipe tears; do not tempt warrior; welcome to my world; addiction is not a phase.</td>
<td>– Warrior creates her own reality; female warrior perspectives; gain from games; believe the one who holds the storms; look at stars; not perfect, but genuine; LT Marina A. Hierl, 1st Marine infantry platoon leader.</td>
<td>– Life is a dance; addiction kills those who care; hang with me too long; drink from enemy’s skull; conquered her demons; hardening of attitudes; something worth sacrificing for; she’s an eagle; excellence explained.</td>
<td>– Welcome to my world; spend the best of your life; calm is super power; therapist is music; roads lead to paradise; stop being prisoner; outside looking in; excellence attained if.</td>
<td>– Coffeegasm; addict mad at you; grieves for child still alive; drugs don’t love you; simplest way to be happy.</td>
<td>– Be magical; gets to know me; move forward; positive in negative situation; what you see in me; soul always knows.</td>
<td>– Buy what you don’t need; stupid defined; wall transformed into door; truth in time; once one sees war; warrior’s spirit.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
13 Sep 2018 – Freedom is thinking; don't get too close; ashes of who I was; water cuts through rock; words are just words; not all wounds are obvious.
14 Sep 2018 – New Year 1939; love is caring; blood wings; never give up.
15 Sep 2018 – Smart phone era; cellphone suicide; users are prisoners; cellphone replace family; cellphone teddy bear; cellphone tumbled; cellphones take you; cellphone thinks I'm an idiot; cellphone rebellion.
16 Sep 2018 – Happiness can be found; happiness is mathematics; happiness should not depend.
17 Sep 2018 – One man with courage; courage and faith; courage is fragile blossom; exploring new worlds; Googled symptoms; cruising is my happy place.
18 Sep 2018 – Friends & future; friends become family; friends help friends; feedback rules; feel like quitting; mirrors don’t lie; best mirror.
19 Sep 2018 – If passion drives you; passion saves; past is old news; accept your past; past can hurt; past is a ghost.
20 Sep 2018 – Wisdom is the legacy; wisdom is fortified; give me wisdom; immerse yourself in life; wise teacher; wish it, dream it, do it.
21 Sep 2018 – Change is seldom easy; Plan B; 3 C’s of life; life’s best moments; life is breathtaking; life comes around once.
22 Sep 2018 – Students believe but don’t question; education is progressive; education is passport; education is lighting the fire; 50% of learning is obsolete; education is training the mind.
23 Sep 2018 – God prefers kind atheists; heal a broken heart; every day is God’s gift; Got takes something away; make the day blossom; God provides bird’s food.
24 Sep 2018 – Give one a truth; people don’t want truth; hate truth speakers; truth as language; truth like a lion; truth needs no crutches; describe hell.
25 Sep 2018 – In action, be primitive; distance between dreams & reality; actions prove; God sees motives; adult you are; child and journey; pretending to be an adult.
26 Sep 2018 – Say “Good Morning” & coffee; smarter you get; life is eternal; leave a mark, not a scar; real pain; power is opium of politics; military service; times that try men’s souls; California transgender surgery.
27 Sep 2018 – Reward for things done well; haven’t done anything today; age without growing old; paralysis by analysis; ridicule & fools; arthritis beats rigamortis; PTSD suicide; confront evil; hardening of attitudes.
28 Sep 2018 – Life without coffee; right to be indifferent; choice to take a chance; happy childhood; complain about yesterday; correct 97% of time; US Army Female Engagement Teams; Southerner knows; missing departed one; alone vs bad company; pray for rain; Senate confirmation hearing & the circus; Senate Sanity Sanctuary.

29 Sep 2018 – Courage does not roar; dare to lose; dreams expiration dates; richest man died; hear my name & call me “friend”; laugh at life; quilt of life; loyal friend; real friend; Senate confirmation circus; prisoner of the past; prescription vs “prescribed by doctor”; to be forgotten; Governor liar.

30 Sep 2018 – Demons lurk within us; forgiveness is letting go; Christian divorce rate; faith is the belief; government rhetoric; gun control co-conspirators; going through hell; warrior kneeling; show but not ask for mercy; worst kind of pain; guns illegal; honest with others; females in Special Forces.

OCTOBER 2018

1 Oct 2018 — Coffeegasm; call it progress; faith believes; father knows best; if you want to fly; give it to God; last to die for a mistake (Afghanistan); mental warriors; Marine’s father dies; Confirmation Hearing; trust your gut; in charge
of your happiness; happiness & sand box; turn on the light; new US Civil War; quiet and toddler; most wonderful place to be.

2 Oct 2018 — Got to have coffee; killing them with kindness; Faith see the invisible; I hate you; not excited about your existence; never allow hate into your heart; when heart & head fight; hearts are wild creatures; know when you need help; unwounded warrior; war reveals character; soldier’s carrying weight.

3 Oct 2018 — Death of presumption of innocence; empty coffee things; two hands for; Infantry is fun; what can go wrong?; SOS; Japanese factory and Mottoes in English; empowerment; learning from yesterday; not born a warrior; going into hell; I will survive; tell PTSD victim to “suck it up.”

4 Oct 2018 — Coffee is safe; laugh at it; forget yesterday; courage is fear that has said its prayers; mission; defend America; help others; old man with Vietnam hat; if you seek love; complain about life.

5 Oct 2018 — Coffee & sleep; don’t give up; life has no limitations; live all the days of your life; treat a lady right; mind is powerful force; woman who loves you; urgency & reloading; I will survive; mind your own problems; try to be normal; government is here to help you; types of people; careful who you try to be; wear a purple flower; free vote rides; all about consent; Army insects spread disease.

6 Oct 2018 — Small minds insult; forgiveness does not excuse; lonely die earlier; guy who deserves you; cellphone suicide; get over PTSD; never hesitate to be violent; dreamed of being a warrior; Garyowen; tomorrow has two handles.

7 Oct 2018 — Posted on Facebook & Twitter; ants do a little; ladies wearing a vulva; loyal friend; being a gentleman; in love but not together; real name is Mom; trying to be normal; two types of people; companies communicate with customers by Dave Lee; winning isn’t about brains; needed a hero, became one.

8 Oct 2018 — Heaven-sent coffee beans; cellphone lifeline; in my house & my guns; no pain so great; dirty hands pointing; option to stop; warriors confront evil; “Girls Just Gotta Have Guns”; God paying rent; kiss & sea & friendship; white people pay reparations; JFK assassination.

9 Oct 2018 — Fear decide future, just being is fun; pretend to be someone else; pro in procrastinate, reasons to procrastinate; Someday not on calendar; warriors skilled in violence; survived 100% of bad days; not giving up; race card; disconnect into own company; difference in what we want; JFK
assassination; overdue book; transgender & safety drill; mistakes make me wiser; climate change & mental health.

10 Oct 2018 — Fears not faced; guns kill; you matter; procrastination is thief of time; tomorrow defined; Scream; met SEAL; fall apart; mind your own problems; fear not define future; fears become limits; first Japanese female pilot; Windows update; hurricane Michael.

11 Oct 2018 — My Website < http://DarryD.com > is being upgraded; coffee is happiness in a cup; exclusion from chat group; confidence comes from; enemy destroying himself; gays for Islam; you are not out of range; remember why you started; Ranger women; don’t change the goal; laziness were an Olympic sport; maturity defined; hurricane Michael; Neanderthal child found.

12 Oct 2018 — 32" and 50" monitors; coffee: liquid hug; elevate your woman; procrastination: keeping up with yesterday; reader lives 1,000 lives; silence art in conversation; silence is a pilgrimage; understand my silence; stress is mental illness; coloring to manage my stress; cannot suffer the past or future; break from my own thoughts; woman of war; sent to terminate, not negotiate; unwounded warrior; “Battle Hymn of the Republic” earned $5; George Washington made General of the Armies.

13 Oct 2018 — Education vs experience; experience is hard teacher; it didn’t start with gas chambers; Us vs Them; life is roller coaster; all monsters are human; without passion life is nothing; patience vs passion.

14 Oct 2018 — Addiction is suicide; autocorrect & moo; social media: few are who they seem to be; budget & spending; meaningful silence; traits of sociopath & psychopath; Mexico’s murders.

15 Oct 2018 — I am a warrior; I am no weak flower; PTSD; life is a continuing journal; terrorist cannot sleep at night; beautiful things are not just things; cell phone addict

16 Oct 2018 – Argue with one who has renounced reason; communicating with the dead; coffee is liquid hug; destiny of man; every day conquering fear; sine pari (without equal); strong do what they must; hear how much you mean; crayon’s origin; half-time show; best audition; net neutrality and firefighters; net neutrality and FCC; Social Security cuts

17 Oct 2018 – Squirrel & coffee; Afghanistan still bleeding after all these years; stand tall by cutting down others; reason to help others; move forward; optimist proclaims best world; your road is yours alone; run with big dogs; woman warrior at the office; transsexual cyclist;
18 Oct 2018 – First coffee, then nonsense; dirtier fingernails & cleaner minds; there is life; love is translator; political correctness pain; moments spent with self; silence speaks, words can’t; words cast spells; coloring to manage stress; University of Vietnam; warrior’s playground is battlefield; sniper end life from another zip code; be honest; powers of alpha female; what I needed; internet growth slowed; obituary of drug addict; cleaning & husband; deficit caused by entitlements; social security cuts; Dave Lee: Bank’s urgent message

19 Oct 2018 — My name is Darry D; need mind-blowing coffee; see the good in everything; replaced land line; most powerful weapon; stupid defined; politician becomes patriot; light travels faster than sound; therapist write letters & burn them; break from own thoughts; too cool for British rule; explain it to you, but not understand it for you; women in combat; Sparta’s answer: IF; Churchill & poison; vengeance sub-contracted to our warriors; robots & drones fighting wars; And The General Cried; strength of the team; post-truth world; pee in the yard; how can I trust you, run away

20 Oct 2018 — Modern love message; never compare to others; way to stay happy; flu deaths; TakeMeBack.to; FloriDUH; Rick Scott & SunPass; remove my sense of humor; life is a dance; life is a present; all born with a gift; vote out the clowns; hurricane bulldozer

21 Oct 2018 — Happy people are children & creative minority; we just need a hug; lost his best friend; fail to meet goals; find joy in life you are living; paint-by-the-numbers life; get up, dress up, & show up; accept love we think we deserve; miracles are everywhere; music is life; I am a mystic; U.S. border wall; Battle of Trafalgar; parenting is a trust; stay home; most days without rain

22 Oct 2018 — Website being re-built; will work for coffee; Holocaust started; not all wounds are obvious; we have been foolish; begin your day with excellence on your mind; dying vs winning lottery; miracles are waiting; myths & creeds; old typewriter & internet access; cause for withdrawing from a friend; smile in your heart; find special person; friend comes in when world goes out; music is life; wise look within

23 Oct 2018 — Miracles are waiting everywhere; myths are truths several generations later; Paul Revere; Sybil Ludington; oak was once a nut; VOTE; cause for withdrawing from a friend; accept love we deserve; Sweden’s computer chip; PegEgg: Amazon Go; pot hole fixer; moonshine in humidifier; caliber of the warrior; Dave Lee; jigsaw puzzle
24 Oct 2018 — Dave Lee: Understood what I meant; Henry David Thoreau on communication 1854; Holocaust started with...; Facebook exchanges rival German 1939; two kinds of pain; added QUOTES to webpage; anniversary, birthday, and love added to webpage; be positive or quiet; hell trembles when saints pray; “better patience than prides”; race for quality; snowflakes; deadlines; someone breathed easier; Union forces cannot take Richmond; women warriors wear combat boots; wise look within; childhood obesity; Dave Lee: doctor says I’m old

25 Oct 2018 — We voted; 11 million have already voted this year; 46% did not vote in 2016; caravan of immigrants headed for U.S.-Mexico border; laughter is shortest distance; laughter is the fireworks of the soul; pain vs. quitting; to question is the answer; it’s your road and yours alone; conscience is too loud of comfort; child of God, woman of war; driest place in U.S.; Satan’s Girls

26 Oct 2018 – 10,000+ unarmed civilians in Honduran caravan headed to U.S.; human soul on fire; 800 more military going to border to join 2,100 already there; Election 2018 early voting; Dave Lee: Ohio State University vs Purdue; Rain drops; Election 2018 & Dodge City; 1775: King George III declares American colonies in open rebellion; choices & your life.

27 Oct 2018 – Conscience too loud for comfort; listen to conscience; to repeat requires education, to challenge requires brains; mindless copying on Facebook; separate truth from fiction; reputation & copying; disease tells us we have no disease; complete denial; happy people live lives worth living; happy is looking beyond imperfections; past can hurt; run from or learn from the past; not afraid to question; fear-mongering political ads; tolerance & apathy is a dying society; only kindness matters; Dave Lee: the Caravan; Lima Golf: predictions; Kodak’s history; US debt & taxes; debt is not a tool, it’s a trap

28 Oct 2018 – Cruising; most give up on 1 yard line; never give up on a dream; count rainbows, not storms; first visa for humanoid; busy is healthy

29 Oct 2018 – Carnival Miracle; ‘Stay Connected’ plans; Facebook fiasco; travel heavy; Lord, give me patience; wrath of grapes; name tags; wedding invitation on Facebook; no one born a warrior; Basic Combat Training; Lido Café; formal night

30 Oct 2018 – 2:30am drunk; Swimming with the Stingrays; Steve Irwin; cleanliness standards; elevators lightening fast; cannot go to hell; make self a priority; smile is vital; smile shared; speak kindly; perspective determines
destination; treat a soul casually; wrong choices create right places; ARTBASS; secret to eternal youth

31 Oct 2018 – Halloween; canceled Swimming with the Stingrays; tenders; young man from Spring Hills, Florida; atomic engineer

NOVEMBER 2018

1 Nov 2018 – Halloween costumes; next to excellence; another drunk; strong marriage requires; why language was invented; focus on immigrant caravan is a distraction from gutting healthcare

2 Nov 2018 – In charge of your happiness; “life is a book”; I’m hangry (new word); tomorrow is possible

3 Nov 2018 – Constitutional law; bury the Constitution; taking away guns; 2nd Amendment; 14th Amendment; born in the U.S.A.; justice is justice; thinking outside the box; 5 symptoms of laziness; ladder we select

4 Nov 2018 – Race has no place in cruising; smiles gain tips; cellphones on the Lido deck
5 Nov 2018 – Daily blessings for the multitudes and thoughts worth a second viewing; genealogy step backward; Rules of Genealogy; half are below average; potential fight; presidential disagreement; life is full of challenges

6 Nov 2018 – Election 2016; your vote, your choice; visionary lens; 10 miles of border fence for $145 million; side roads; destination, not destiny; understand vs understood; first 50 years of childhood

7 Nov 2018 – Children have paws; interstate highway system; scars remind me; PTSD; Election 2016; Democrats win cites, Republicans win rural, soul lives in Florida; sunrise; first flower; years teach much; hardest part of raising children; provide roots and wings

8 Nov 2018 – Alcohol loosened his tongue; diversity is inevitable; perception is reality; Nikita Khrushchev; Venezuela; world is a book; potholes in the road; treasures in the heart

9 Nov 2018 – Truth is multiple choice; fiction must make sense; people do not want truth; validity of facts; truth’s greatest friend; Honey Bear; forget some one you love; Facebook and Twitter have revolutionized how people view their world; nation lose liberties; nation of sheep, government of wolves; well-informed men

10 Nov 2018 – Tomorrow is Veteran’s Day; forgotten is casualty; God bless vets; eternal vigilance; Ohio National Guard cyberwarfare unit; Election 2018 in FloriDUH; name is Google; smile because it happened; smile change the world

11 Nov 2018 – Veteran’s Day; freedom for granted; old soldiers; lady warrior; thank you Veterans

12 Nov 2018 – Words have no meaning; only people do; secure the building; blood type is coffee; never let surroundings deter dreams; happiness is an attitude; bad times never last; challenge of leadership; women win in Congressional races; robots vs jobs; $145 million for 6 miles of wall; veterans in Congress; Florida election recounts; Welcome to FloriDUH; 1,505 shares on Facebook; don’t forget women warriors on Veterans Day; angels on a mission

13 Nov 2018 – Fearless in pursuit; set goals; trust one in the mirror; everything to right one; gains without pain; smiling to stop tears; passionate about; continuous improvement; political rally violence; absurdities and atrocities; California wildfires; pain is mental

14 Nov 2018 – Lost the Web; always something to be grateful for; “You weren’t listening”; everything to right someone; kissed her and forgot; slap
theraphy; time to do it right; federal deficit; always be a warrior; another day at the office

15 Nov 2018 – Life without internet; afraid of failure; pass failure on way to success; read & move on; disagree? Move on; don’t hold grudges; female selected for Special Forces; stop dreaming & life ends; find passion; caravan reaches wall; unicorns & little ponies; Canadian refugees; piss off sniper; necessity makes timid brave; counsel from fears; Florida & election recount

16 Nov 2018 – Thanksgiving plans; dishes; don’t wait for Sunday to thank God; slander is tool of fools; warrior women in Ranger School; count rainbows; right thing is hardest thing; silence is a pilgrimage; stressful thoughts; exit greeters; U.S. history fails; smartphone’s carbon footprint

17 Nov 2018 – Enjoying retirement; want to be in kindergarten; men change for love; not afraid to fail; flash crowd does “Grease”; Memoirs Group at Riverview Library; de oppressor liber; pray; fool vs bigot vs slave; reasoning; sleep & A.D.D.; calm yourself; singing through surgery; Senate bisexual; President Bush’s face in KIA faces; fire victims vs illegal immigrants; Florida & opioids

18 Nov 2018 – Someone is happy because of you; lazy vs selective participation; man who does dishes; accus others of your acts; capitalism in our youth; liberty or death; 58,220 Vietnam deaths; California fires facts; affects of comic books; sit and think; single & God’s love story; end of comfort zone; duck & cover drills of the 1950s

19 Nov 2018 – Ask for advice when we don’t like the answers; Florida election count completed, Al Gore is President; emotions overpower intellect; California Rep suggests nukes if gun owners won’t turn in guns; you need an AR-15; never underestimate ignorance; fill life with adventures; life not meant to be easy; soul mates meet; don’t like him, must get to know him; remember those who can’t go home for Holidays; I’m not going to lose; found me; Paradise, California, burned to the ground

20 Nov 2018 – Election 2018 Recount is over; FloriDUH: Election 2018; be profound, funny, or quiet; I am blessed; someone wants to find you; statue controls emotions; smallest step in right direction; hard work beats talent; why are you grateful?; slap therapy; do it right first time; past is armor; lighter side of war; 1% of U.S. populace serves nation in uniform; war never leaves the warrior; complain about weather; coping with PTSD; warrior women veterans; Facebook down; cruising & smoking
21 Nov 2018 – List of my blessings; 184,000 troops in 140 countries; only improve you; child of God; life 10-speed bike; run away from problems; lost another warrior; SGT Heather Lynn Johnson & Tomb of Unknowns; Pringle’s can hold at gym; cat tongue; Yuma gets most sunshine; Thanksgiving blessing; California wildfires; Trump & Saudi Arabia; flag football; fuel from vegetable oil; 59,000 active duty personnel at the Mexican-US wall; independent court; hair cut; alcohol consumption

22 Nov 2018 – HAPPY THANKSGIVING; wife has an awesome husband; experience teaches teachables; never take blessings for granted; don’t make life about stuff; respect other people’s way of doing things; don’t want to go outside; Wall and military use of force; income tax deductions; gun control & nukes

23 Nov 2018 – Information is currency of democracy; info is not knowledge; info age vs entertainment age; character — not circumstances — make the man; respect other people’s way of doing things; female genital mutilation is constitutional; Leaning Tower of Pisa; Columbia lacks 90,000 pickers; flu vaccines; Beijing population fell; California wildfire causes; Milwaukee gun control; ancient Egyptian life expectancy; weapons fired

24 Nov 2018 – Tripped again this morning; wonderful as that first sip of coffee; Black Friday defined; math is language of universe; climbing a great hill; hard work beats talent; breathe in courage, exhale fear; more women volunteering for Services; men searching for women in Walmart; autonomous drone; climate change report; Able Seaman class 1 Kate Nesbitt, first woman to earn Military Cross; afraid not to try; people who make you feel alone

25 Nov 2018 – Black Friday fight over TVs; look up from cellphones; climate change is upon us; breathe in courage, exhale fear; modern fairy tale; free spirit defined; warrior women, not girls; one world government is a pipe dream; government care and the Indians; memories roll down my cheeks; discipline fondest childhood memory; military pay; Black Friday 2018; casino robots; Honduran caravan in Tijuana

26 Nov 2018 – He is depressed — again; what to do when depressed; happy drives people crazy; be someone’s lighthouse; OK you don’t like me; share memories; improve self in universe; daughter defends your freedom; give ammo to warrior woman; defense against evil; President has told 6,420 lies; Costco’s missed deals; Play Store malware; expectant father; bees fly; work is not a curse; lighthouses do not fire cannons; mom to quit smoking if 750 comments; Mars rover; phones & Black Friday
27 Nov 2018 – Everyday is God’s gift; enjoy journey on Earth; feelings kept to self; love vs fear; coffee cans of screws; you are someone’s lighthouse; hugged you in my memories; Malfunction Tree Trimming; Vietnam changed my family; violence defeats itself; mankind subjected; Steven Hawking on AI and new planet; plane with no movable parts & silence

28 Nov 2018 – Prayer is about changing ourselves; laughter is resiliency; laughter is shortest distance between two people; Hurricane Charlie 2004; some storms clear your path; more hills to climb; no poison can kill positive thinker; explain it to you, but not understand it for you; Caravan: what to do; Instant Pot; Christmas in White House; Special Forces vs Russians, a modern battle in Syria: We won; Broward County election recount

29 Nov 2018 – Being someone you are not; character is power; cannot defeat demons you’re enjoying; quit drinking; Holocaust; multiple choice truths; moment of silence; kindness is like snow; being kinder and gentler; best project is you; strength to save self; worry takes away today’s peace; courage is fragile blossom; worry about what you cannot control; world does not revolve around you; cup of get-over-it; women are weaker sex; Special Forces: tip of spear; percent in Special Forces; warrior needed; light infantry; he was infantry; net neutrality deadline; reason for season; California sues over tear gas use; explain it, but not understand for you; climate change; faith in the future, work in present

30 Nov 2018 – Kids used to play together; cellphones & kids; without coffee, 25-to-life; condemn vs think; courage is fragile blossom in snow; door opens & lets in future; can’t find God; joining the Army; wise look within; much data, little wisdom; White Privilege Card; largest snowflake; life expectancy; evolution of man; President Obama & GM CEO; Rape of Europe; gays for Islam; Mueller investigation cost; age where my mind thinks I’m 25
1 Dec 2018 – Life lived to fullest; bees cannot fly; courage puts on face; know God’s thoughts; take for granted; ignorant of ignorance; hell, turn back; life does not come with instructions; bad influence on self; back to the moon; I’m not hero; Muslim Airman & beard; not climate change; oath on Malcolm X Autobiography; President G.W. Bush dies; 5 people who are clinically insane

2 Dec 2018 – Luke has 24 chapters; Constitution re-read; courage acting in face of fear; courage new face; find happiness; happiness not a reward, a consequence; prayers to Art; Sharpton’s Autobiography; take for granted; God broke me; GM closing plants; Caravan cellphones

3 Dec 2018 – Morning refill of adrenalin; loading coffee; you are not alone; want to be a caterpillar; happiness is consequence; happiness and wealth; envious vs happy; live as a lion; warrior needed; Vanessa Dobos door gunner; Satan visits church; falter, fail, rise again; moments of need; 2-year-old can

4 Dec 2018 – My coffee needs coffee; flamed on Facebook; bridge you’ve already burned; egotism is the anesthetic; Feast of Ego; be like a caterpillar; we call it Evolution; evolved into bar code; excuses like men’s nipples; ignorance of ignorance; judge someone based on another’s opinion; labor and a man’s cold; life without instructions; his love roared; partner, not a project; inside your own mind; U.S. Army astronaut; defense against evil
5 Dec 2018 – Gray hairs on your children; coffee enjoyed in silence; afraid of losing friends; Cannot say, “No.”; want a dragon for birthday; don’t take it personally; wolf not in circus; God is a comedian; hippie grandparents; out of medicine that makes me like you; cats don’t beg; warriors rise above it all; U.S Army astronaut; Windows browser; printer removed in Windows 10; NYPD drones

6 Dec 2018 – Drink coffee & be sexy; bad influence on self; kissed on a submarine; love roared louder than demons; clean room & nude selfie; past prepares you; win or learn; too weird to explain; much data, little wisdom; Alabama winner; what kind of potato are you?; psychological warfare; not going to lose; slavery ends; Che Guevara college hero; Audie Murphy vs 20-year-old today; last ‘greatest generation’ president; 12 million illegal aliens

7 Dec 2018 – Pearl Harbor attack; color exerts direct influence; leaving Facebook; talk to therapist; 2 ways to be happy; wore something 15 years old; mental asylum; noise becomes music; borrowed wings; watch without doing anything; U.S. Army Futures Command; fish skins for burns; Instant Pot recipes; no noble wars; NCAA football recruiting; Garden of Eden

8 Dec 2018 – Change awareness; coffee & a moment; Facebook & calling friends at 3AM; noise becomes music; “Baby, It’s Cold Outside”; judge by opinions; if it costs peace, it’s too expensive; think positively; receive a blessing or be a blessing; pill for procrastination; PTSD: cured & healed; smile with tears; ancient origins of automation; random acts of kindness

9 Dec 2018 – Signs you are aging; aging & friends; 99% angel; suicides since 1999; too busy for you; 50 best inventions; care giver & care of self; you can always start over; arrested for being a Christian; canine paralysis; confused power with greatness; bee vaccination; earned Green Beret; inside your own head; medic is an angel; teams work

10 Dec 2018 – coffee & out-of-body experience; act as every day is Christmas; Christmas in heart of man; mistake made you humble; mind like internet browser; house without a pet; Facebook posts are meant to; pill for procrastination; done with Winter; win without risk; turn back pounds; defend the dream; Hamas training kids to kill

11 Dec 2018 – Coffee involved; cellphone ruling life; hurting back those who hurt you; Facebook posts meant to; sneak preview of people; know more about others; angels called to battle; sleep better naked; smile with tears; Mom & smoking & Facebook likes; wants to find you; songs remind me of people; it’s a Thesaurus; Fearless Girl statue
12 Dec 2018 – Best gift to give; paratrooper Christmas; may you dream in peace; ocean is a poem; we are cruisers; being in thoughts, prayers, and heart; Queen lived happily ever after; respect for women; storms clear your path; strength comes from; downsizing; weighing in doctor’s office; net neutrality; Gary Sinise’s Snowball Express; legal immigrants

13 Dec 2018 – Christmas what unites us; love thy neighbor; coffee & anger management; be an encourager; loss of lover, companion, & friend; sneak preview; songs remind you of people; percentage of Green Berets; strong enough to walk away; be the sunshine; together, each achieves more; poison and positive person; build a future you cannot see; Thesaurus; what is racism; Wounded Knee; FCC taxes text messages; FCC tax internet-using companies

14 Dec 2018 – Signs you are aging; kids today have it made; focus upon the hurt; life is an exam; do not ask anyone about me; counting sins of others; song makes you emotional; online surveys; spells gonorrhea; still trying best Christmas movies; best Christmas books; net neutrality; excellence can be attained; Carnival Mardi Gras; illegal immigrant girl dies; “Baby, It’s Cold Outside”; duck and cover drills

15 Dec 2018 – Aging is not easy; 9PM is new midnight; change crew’s coffee regime; if you want to change the world; over dosed on laughter; send motivation home; aging: everything hurts; paradox of political speeches; Satan’s greatest magic; silence is beautiful; new “fire” thing; random acts of kindness; 3 wise women; Christmas card denominations

16 Dec 2018 – Another great Christmas in Florida; merry Christmas from Florida; children enjoy and cherish; be the Church; other cups of coffee; control emotions; friendship closes its eyes; ordinarily he was insane; gentlemen: treat ladies like your daughter; denying mistakes; march on Amazon in Minnesota; 6 suicides in 30 months; mass shootings; home is a safe zone; Sinise, Gold Star families, and Disney World; Dave Lee’s Cycle of Sin

17 Dec 2018 – Special Forces better than best; eagle with beret; I’ve been good this year; exercise by shaking head; doing what you do, liking it; today so awesome yesterday is jealous; prayer for best; bad chapters in your life’s book; life is incurable; I love you; all men are not alike; recovering alcohol miracle; denying mistakes; keeping mouth shut; propagators of our myths; government funded vs taxpayer funded; Amazon Fire TV Recast; parrot and Alexa; Amazon Alexa has 50,000 skills; Ruth Bader Ginsburg; expensive ZIP codes; 4 day workweek; China’s Muslim internment camps; wife’s vs hubby’s shopping lists; trust in the train’s engineer
18 Dec 2018 – Ethiopian Christmas legend; arctic camouflage; watch phone; great ideas begin with coffee; depression is a station, not destination; God is not hiding; I am what I chose to be; marijuana and tomato plant; I admire kind people; Santa’s list and my friends’ list; sleep naked; act then think; cloud contrails; Christians and virtual reality; Senate report on Russian social network intruders; Christmas cards for everyone

19 Dec 2018 – The only constant is change; things don’t change, we do; crying is the heart speaking; change is no longer a choice; pain of a new idea; saved a life yesterday; lead a human to knowledge; people waste time on Facebook; never trust anyone who can spell gonorrhea; celebrate your victories; once upon a time was Vietnam; medic saving angel; carry your own water; tiny houses for homeless; suicide and veterans; not prepared to be forgotten; never know what you create when you share

20 Dec 2018 – Christmas celebration of a promise kept; arguments confirm opinions; power is an illusion; spell gonorrhea; celebrate your victories; learning to walk away; I will struggle but never quit; self-confident lady; welfare not a career choice; freedom is expensive; she walks through her daze; nothing stronger than a broken lady; memories are gold from days gone by; warrior woman earns sapper tab; life expectancy declining; Facebook’s personal knowledge

21 Dec 2018 – Merry Christmas from Florida; coffee: bad mornings need a chance; freedom is right to be wrong; continue adventure of life; celebrate victories; why do I do it?; war is impassioned drama; disagree agreeably; Murphy’s other laws; childhood short season; lucky enough to be alive; myths and creeds; Apollo 8: USA’s first moonshot; fighting seasonal depression; Union dissolved in 1860; salesman’s last sale

22 Dec 2018 – Blind person at Christmas; change is not a choice; compromise defined; don’t use energy to worry; forgiveness as revenge; forgiveness is discipline; forgiveness changes the future; the F word: forgiveness; fear cause nothing to happen; Afghanistan withdrawal; fingernail sensor; life is God’s gift

23 Dec 2018 – Never stop believing; some angels are called to battle; Christmas is the gift; never take counsel from your fears; 99% of the time, fear is unfounded; follow me; leadership makes everyone else better; live is meant to be lived to the fullest; always been an optimist; trying times; sexy as a warrior; carry your own water; done with winter; 3 gates before you speak;
emulating facebook; rescue creates name-sake; ok to talk to self; Afghanistan lost; Santa as a gay, black man; women abuse on twitter

**24 Dec 2018** – Tomorrow is celebration of Jesus’ birth; manger in the shadow of the cross; allow heart into your heart; fear begins to grow; enemy between your ears; fear is a liar; call friends at 4 AM; life is adventure; gift wrap love; eating SOS; El Niño; Goggle searches by state; plant cleans the air; cruise ship rescues 2 sailors; automation marches on; homeless in the UK; automation: Doll which writes; teacher’s salary

**25 Dec 2018** – Joy to the world; coffee: performance enhancing drug; way of the cross leads home; you are what you choose to become; hardships prepare for extraordinary; life is like the ocean; random acts of kindness; Air Force flash mob; faultless suicide; medical bills paid; Christmas at Rock-Away Rest

**26 Dec 2018** – “The Christmas Chronicles”; “Joy to the World”; hardships prepare for extraordinary; life like ocean; go to bed grateful; are you satisfied with your life; socialism spend money capitalism creates; opinion not welcome; be an optimist; never — ever — give up; border Wall vs clean water in Flint, Michigan; only gone if...; labor 1964 vs 2018; Alexa crashes; government shutdown

**27 Dec 2018** – Relationship with you sets tone of all others; accept everything about you; don’t emulate others; never know what you create when you share; spark light in others; more we share, more we have; business school creativity

**28 Dec 2018** – Coffee stronger than your feelings; hope is necessary; words that enlighten; drugs & love do not mix; life is a dream, game, comedy, and a tragedy; risking all for your dreams; church & the opera singer; adventure; inspirational notes; failed Taliban bomber; PTSD & the Holidays; that was us; ability to remember

**29 Dec 2018** – Coffee gives illusion that I am awake; diet is more than what you eat; inspirational notes; troubles last as long as resolutions; glass half full; ability to remember; USA is crazy; New Hampshire’s marijuana; pessimist vs optimist; California’s dead fish; employment changing; optimist proclaims; optimism & humor; point of being an optimist; shutdown & social security; war bots; Dave Lee, gator fan for a day; Russian Spetsnaz in Ukraine; writing memories & therapy

**30 Dec 2018** – Reward with activity, not things; writing memoirs; discover what is important in your life; done versus said; quick fixes don’t; inventor defined; self-love affirmations; facing death, don’t blink; Supreme Court
2019; things to look forward to in 2019; perfection; 2018 in review; acrobats; dogs, man, & bacteria; sex & safety

31 Dec 2018 – When you love all you have; coffee is creative lighter fluid; cofforexia; apologize if you must; evening news; never judge until you know their story; someone’s therapist knows; sight with on vision; vision; senior child caregiver; U.S. population decreasing; Amazon & Whole Foods; California’s pet stores & rescue animals; 2019 begins in February
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